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Squeaky clean 
Members of (he Bowling Green chapter of Campus Crusade for 
Christ took advantage of the warm and sunny weather Saturday to 
The BG NCWI/KOII Wcltincr 
wash the winter off many cars and raise money for their trip to 
Florida over spring break. 
Speaker to talk on 
national medical 
research methods 
by Robin Coe 
News staff writer 
Dr.  Bernadine Healy, former 
director of the National Institute 
the methods used. 
"Anyone with any interest in 
human research, in biology, psy- 
chology, or sociology, should be 
interested   in   coming  to   hear 
of Health and current Republi-   her," Waggoner said. 
"The National Institute of Health is 
responsible for most of the grant money the 
Department of Biological Sciences obtains 
for research at the University" 
Charlene Waggoner,Biology Instructor. 
can U.S. Senate candidate, will 
speak on campus today about 
medical research methods used 
at the National Institute of 
Health and Clinics. 
Healy worked with the science 
and technology office under the 
Reagan administration. She was 
also a former director of a Cleve- 
land health clinic. 
The National Institute of 
Health is responsible for most of 
the grant money the Department 
of Biological Sciences obtains for 
research at the University, ac- 
cording to Instructor of Biologi- 
cal Sciences, Charlene Wag- 
goner. She said it is important 
students are informed of the type 
of research the Institute does and 
Healy will also discuss current 
health-care issues. 
Healy was at the University 
earlier this semester for a politi- 
cal debate and is vying for the 
GOP nomination in the May pri- 
mary. The lecture will present 
health information and politics 
will not be discussed unless it re- 
lates to health topics. 
"This will not be a political 
forum," Waggoner said. 
The lecture is being hosted by 
Beta Beta Beta biology honor so- 
ciety, the Department of Biologi- 
cal Sciences and Sigma Xi scien- 
tific research society from 1 p.m. 
to 2 p.m. in the Lenhart Grand 
Ballroom of the University 
Union. 
City to 
review 
newjire 
station 
byJohnGlbney 
News staff writer 
Bowling Green City 
Council members passed an 
ordinance for the police de- 
partment's purchase of new 
firearms, and also agreed to 
discuss the potential for a 
West side fire station at 
their meeting Monday 
night. 
The committee said the 
new guns will be paid by 
trading in old and confis- 
cated firearms from the 
police department. 
The increased firepower 
of criminals called for ad- 
vancements in firearms 
and ammunition for the 
police department, accord- 
ing to John Mura, fourth 
ward member of city coun- 
cil. "The idea is to give 
police officers the ability to 
more safely do their job," 
Mura said. 
Police officers carry a 9 
millimeter automatic pistol, 
and would like a switch to a 
.40 caliber. Additional fund- 
ing for the guns will come 
from a Law Enforcement 
Trust Fund, and is expected 
to cost only $4,000, said 
Mura. 
A committee formed five 
years ago looked into the 
need for a fire station on 
the West side of town. Resi- 
dents worried that as the 
town expanded, the fire de- 
partment would need more 
time to reach their area. 
While the committee de- 
cided against the fire de- 
partment, they agreed to 
review the matter 
State urged to consult study 
by Tim Quick 
News staff writer 
Ohio lawyers have urged state 
legislators considering anti- 
crime bills to consult a compre- 
hensive study of criminal sen- 
tencing before 
enacting any 
legislation. 
Testifying 
before the 
House Select 
Committee on 
Crime, Judge 
Timothy J. 
McGinty of 
Cleveland said 
the Ohio State 
Bar Association supports the pre- 
liminary recommendations of the 
Ohio Criminal Sentencing Com- 
mission, according to a spokes- 
man for the OSBA, Dennis Wha- 
Truth in sentencing scrutinized in report 
len. 
"When [OSBA] testified, they 
warned the House and Senate not 
to act rashly In an election-year 
rush," Whalen said. "Don't jump 
in and change things willy-nilly. 
You wind up with inequities and 
injustice." 
The Ohio Criminal Sentencing 
Commission was set up to study 
problems with criminal sentenc- 
ing and recommend solutions. 
The 17-member commission con- 
sists of state legislators, includ- 
ing state Sen. Betty Montgomery, 
R-Perrysburg; law enforcement 
representatives, a crime victim 
representative, defense and 
prosecuting attorneys, the chief 
Justice of the Ohio Supreme 
Court, and  municipal, common 
pleas and appellate court judges. 
Wood County Common Pleas 
Judge Gale Williamson is also a 
member. 
"The Sentencing Commission 
was established by the state leg- 
islature," Williamson said. "We 
have put together a comprehen- 
sive sentencing plan that was re- 
cently introduced in the Ohio 
Senate and House." 
The first commission report 
looked at felony sentencing for 
adult offenders. One major rec- 
ommendation involves truth in 
sentencing. According to the re- 
port, indeterminate sentences, 
sentence reduction for good 
time, and parole releases lead to 
confusion regarding actual time 
served. 
"A Wood County offender au- 
tomatically receives 30 percent 
to one-third time off for good 
time," Williamson said. 
The commission recommends 
that sentencing reductions 
should be eliminated, and the 
sentence imposed by the judge in 
open court should be the actual 
time served by the defendant. It 
also looked at the average time 
served and recommended shor- 
ter sentence ranges to offset the 
elimination of good time. 
"What they tried to do is make 
a much more rational sentencing 
package," said Bill Weisenberg 
of the OSBA. "If the judge says.'I 
hearby sentence you to five 
years,' you are going to serve 
five years." 
Sentencing Commision 
Recommends 
«r  Sentencing reductions should 
be eliminated. 
S Sentences imposed by a judge 
in open court should be actual time 
served by the defendenL 
<f Shorter swnience ranges to 
offset the elimination of good time. 
Another aspect of the report is 
the cost analysis. The Commis- 
sion looked at the projected sav- 
ings of its recommendations and 
proposed allocating more funds 
to local governments. It also sug- 
gested improvements in fine col- 
lection. 
Geography chair 
addresses peers 
in New Orleans 
by Katie Simmons 
News staff writer 
Alvar W. Carlson, professor and chairman of the University's ge- 
ography department, was one of four American geographers to speak 
at an international symposium Feb. 21 through 23 in New Orleans. 
The program, entitled "Ethnic Groups in Europe and the Ameri- 
cas," featured a gathering of Europeans and Americans discussing 
the existing changes of the ethnic patterns within the European eth- 
nic groups of the United States. 
"It was a comparative analysis of both the old ethnic groups and 
the new ethnic groups existing in the United States," Carlson said. 
Carlson was chosen to speak because of his research on Spanish 
Americans. Four American and four European geographers spoke at 
the symposium. 
In cooperation with this research, Carlson did geographic work on 
the settlements In New Mexico and the rural historic cultural region 
in the upper Rio Grande Valley of New Mexico. 
In May, Carlson will be traveling to Innsbruck in Austria for an- 
other symposium regarding the immigration patterns. 
Jerome Library part 
of OhioLink catalog 
by Cynthia Kent 
News staff writer 
University students and fac- 
ulty can now borrow from 
other university and college li- 
braries via the OhioLink ser- 
vice. 
The University's Jerome Li- 
brary holds records of 10 state 
colleges and universities that 
are now part of the OhioLink 
catalog, which has been in de- 
velopment since 1991. 
OhioLink Is funded through 
the Board of Regents. Univer- 
sities in the on-line borrowing 
system include the University 
of Akron, Case Western 
Reserve University, Central 
State University, the Universi- 
ty of Cincinnati, the Medical 
College of Ohio, Miami Univer- 
sity and others. 
After an electronic search 
for needed materials, users can 
request an item with a stroke 
of a key. The requested item 
will then arrive on campus as 
few as two days later. 
Rush Miller, dean of librar- 
ies and learning resources at 
the University, said the most 
exciting aspects of having the 
new system on campus is the 
ability to know what other 
campus libraries possess elec- 
tronically. 
'It's beautifully organized," 
Miller said. "Faculty and stu- 
dents can find what they need 
and place an order themselves 
from their dorm rooms or of- 
fices without staff assistance." 
The service increases the 
scope and quality of readily 
available resources, saving 
effort and delay associated 
with traditional inter-library 
loan, said OhioLink executive 
director Tom Sanville. 
Mary Beth Zachary, the head 
of access services at the Uni- 
versity's Jerome Library, said 
she shares the excitement. 
"It takes just 10 seconds to 
request materials on-line," Za- 
chary said. "It's just phenome- 
nal what we can do now. Soon 
we're hoping to make it as easy 
to request an article as it is to 
request a book." 
Rock the vote! USG elec- 
tions are taking place in the 
Union foyer today and 
Wednesday. 
Freddy and Frieda Fal- 
con's true Identities un- 
veiled at weekend sporting 
events. 
* Page 8. 
BG'smen's and women's 
basketball teams begin 
MAC tournament play to- 
night at Anderson Arena 
The women's game starts at 
6 p.m. while the men begin 
action at 8 p.m. 
Today... Partly sunny. 
High 35 to 40. West winds 
lOtolSmph. 
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Vote Fair, Woods 
for USG positions 
.oday and tomorrow, University students will 
have the opportunity to elect the next Undergradu- 
ate Student Government president and vice presi- 
dent. We atThe News believe the ticket of Matt Fair 
and Joe Woods is the one most consistent with stu- 
dent needs. 
While all of the candidates appear to have noble 
proposals, Fair and Woods are the only ones who 
seem to take a realistic approach to the way things 
get done here at the University. And unlike the other 
tickets, Fair and Woods can honestly say holding the 
offices of USG president and vice president will not 
serve merely as a resume builder. 
Matt Fair was a student here when USG's portion 
of the general fee was used to provide posh accom- 
modations in Port Clinton for a retreat. Fair said he 
doesn't see why USG needs to leave Bowling Green 
to conduct a retreat, thus allowing a larger amount of 
the general fee available for student-related causes. 
When it comes to student issues such as parking on 
campus, the Fair/Woods ticket appears to be the 
only one with ideas that might actually get enacted 
by the administration. 
While other candidates talk of repainting the lot 
spaces or of a million dollar parking garage, Fair and 
Woods talk of modest improvements, such as in- 
creasing shuttle service. 
While the other tickets also have some good ideas 
to improve the campus, Fair and Woods go one step 
beyond to take into consideration the concerns stu- 
dents have - whether it be housing, relationships 
with landlords or multicultural affairs. 
When dealing with Fair and Woods, administrators 
and University officials will look at these students as 
ones who are sincere about their goals and ideas. 
They will not get the impression that they are deal- 
ing with students simply playing politics. 
The News hopes that if Fair and Woods are elected 
they will reflect inward on their organization and 
devote some of their term to strengthening the foun- 
dation upon which USG stands. 
We believe USG needs to become stronger intern- 
ally to better serve student needs. 
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Whitewatergate has leaks 
"Hey James, why haven't you 
written a column on Whitewater- 
gate yet?" 
This question has been pre- 
sented to me on numerous occa- 
sions since the semester began. 
Until now, I felt more time 
needed to go by until we knew a 
little more about the scandal and 
all its implications. 
But, in light of the recent rev- 
elations about the scandal and 
what now appears to be a cover- 
up by the White House, I can stay 
silent no longer. 
You see, it seems some of the 
White House staff has been en- 
gaged in unethical, and perhaps 
illegal activities in order to con- 
trol the political damage in re- 
lation to the Resolution Trust 
Corporation's investigation of 
Madison Guaranty. 
A telltale sign of the impending 
mess President Clinton has got- 
ten himself into is evidenced by 
the fact The Washington Post, 
one of the president's biggest 
supporters, has harshly 
criticized him for his handling of 
the whole Whitewater affair. 
According to the Post, "It's a 
bad sign when the president has 
to order his own staff to refrain 
from engaging in the sort of con- 
duct most first-year law students 
would immediately recognize as 
improper." 
It turns out Department of the 
Treasury officials met twice with 
White House officials on the 
status of the RTC's investigation. 
In one instance, Treasury gen- 
eral counsel Jean Hanson met 
with White House counsel Ber- 
nard Nussbaum to tell him about 
the RTC's referral of the Ma- 
dison failure to the Justice De- 
partment for investigation of 
possible criminal activity. 
James 
Walters 
this completely and entirely, but 
then again, I don't know of 
anyone who does. 
The most recent part of the 
scandal revolves around the 
unethical tactics being used by 
White House officials to keep a 
handle on, and possibly cover up, 
the rapidly growing scandal I 
have described above. 
The original part of the scandal 
involves the Whitewater Devel- 
opment Corporation, in which 
James McDougal and Bill and 
Hillary Clinton were partners. 
claimed undeserved tax deduc- 
tions in connection with White- 
water. 
4. Did Mrs. Clinton's law firm, 
the Rose Law Firm of Little Rock, 
Arkansas, act properly in its 
dealings with Madison Guaranty 
and bank regulators? 
Since these questions are cur- 
rently being investigated by a 
special counsel and the RTC, the 
meetings between top White 
House officials and the in- 
vestigating departments of the 
federal  government were com- 
As the Post noted, "RTC policy 
on the confidentiality of its in- 
vestigations is clear. Criminal 
referrals are restricted and 
priveledged information; im- 
proper release could jeopardize 
criminal or civil litigation. How 
can administration lawyers not 
respect that prohibition?" 
The second meeting, which 
was also held in Mr. Nussbaum's 
office, involved a discussion be- 
tween White House and Treasury 
officials on how to best handle 
the press and its questions relat- 
ing to Madison Guaranty and the 
Clintons' involvement. 
Additionally, Roger Altman, 
Deputy Secretary of the Trea- 
sury and acting director of the 
RTC, wanted to brief Mr. Nuss- 
baum, Harold Ikes, Deputy White 
House chief of staff, and Hillary 
Clinton's chief of staff, Margaret 
Williams, on the investigation be- 
ing conducted by RTC. 
Mr. Nussbaum has since re- 
signed. 
Now, Biaiiy of you may not be 
sure njr^iat all this Whitewater- 
gate stuff is all about. 
Well,    it   includes   several 
different parts. 
Now, I don't understand all of 
If the president truly has nothing to hide, he 
should allow the investigation to continue 
unimpeded. 
On Sunday, The New York 
Times noted there are at least 
four questions the Senate Bank- 
ing Committee and the American 
public would like answered: 
1. Was Madison Guaranty, the 
savings and loan owned by James 
McDougal, used to launder Clin- 
ton campaign funds for personal 
use for the then Governor? 
2. Did a regulator, appointed by 
Governor Clinton, go easy on 
Madison Guaranty because it 
was owned by Bill and Hillary 
Clinton's friend and political ally, 
James McDougal, who was also 
the Clintons' business partner on 
the Whitewater Development 
Company? 
3. Did the Clintons pay the 
same amount of money for their 
half share of Whitewater that Mr. 
McDougal paid for his? This 
question is important because it 
bears on whether Mr. Clinton, 
while Governor, received gifts or 
pletely improper. 
What makes this whole situa- 
tion really interesting is the fact 
that President Clinton and his 
aides keep insisting there is noth- 
ing to hide in relation to White- 
water. 
If this is true, their actions cer- 
tainly seem suspect. 
The bottom line seems to be 
that President Clinton should 
probably get rid of all members 
of his administration who have 
acted improperly during this in- 
vestigation. 
These are the lessons of 
Watergate. 
If the president truly has noth- 
ing to hide, he should allow the 
investigation to continue unim- 
peded. 
On the other hand, if the presi- 
dent does indeed have something 
to hide, a White House cover-up 
is the last thing he wants to do. 
Just ask Richard Nixon. 
James Walters is a weekly col- 
umnist for the News. 
LETTERS TO THE EDITOR 
New tanning bulbs 
could prove to 
be disastrous 
The BG News: 
As spring break is right around 
the comer, many University stu- 
dents are getting a head start on 
their bronze bodies. I am also 
planning a trip to Florida and 
thought I would get a base tan 
from the help of our local tanning 
parlors, or should I call them 
death beds. 
On Monday, Feb. 28,1 walked 
into a local tanning parlor for the 
last time. Out of fair play I will 
not name the parlor, but I would 
like to warn others of the dangers 
of Indoor tanning before what 
happened to me could happen to 
them. It was the very first day of 
my 10-day tanning package so I 
was only in the tanning booth for 
half the standard time. Fifteen 
minutes to be exact. Having 
tanned at local tanning parlors 
before, I felt IS minutes under 
the ultra violet bulbs was ade- 
quate. 
I felt fine as 1 drove away but 
as the day progressed so did the 
burning hell on my body. After 
receiving many strange looks 
throughout the day and people 
asking "what happened?" I was 
brave enough to look in the mir- 
ror and discover my cherry red 
skin. Seven hours later after my 
burn was in full effect, I called 
the tanning parlor to ask for a 
full refund from the tanning 
package I purchased. Only then 
did another employee inform me 
the tanning parlor booths had 
received brand new bulbs. If I 
had been told this earlier, I would 
have never stayed under the 
bulbs for as long as I did. The 
male employee had failed to do 
his Job by informing me the tan- 
ning booth had brand new bulbs. 
His failure to inform me caused a 
severe bum that could have been 
prevented. Every student who 
plans to go tanning needs to make 
sure they know when the bulbs 
were replaced and if they are 
new. I have never had any pre- 
vious problems with burns be- 
fore, but there is a first time for 
everything. I don't want anyone 
else on campus to feel the way I 
do and not be able to wear jeans 
or even a bra for that matter. 
Deb France 
Senior 
College Democrats 
have earned 
better press 
The BG News: 
As a member and the current 
treasurer of College Democrats, 
I would like to respond to Mike 
Cook's comments in last Friday's 
Insider. In Cook's "Twenty Ques- 
tions" column he implied that 
College Democrats are no longer 
"cool." Well, I don't know how 
Mr. Cook is defining "cool," but I 
can attest to the fact that ever 
since Mr. Cook and his "cool" re- 
gime left CDs, the group has be- 
come infinitely more effective at 
giving the Democrats on campus 
a real voice in local and state pol- 
itics. 
Several examples show how 
far College Democrats have 
come in recent months. First, the 
College Democrats were given a 
seat on the Wood County Demo- 
crats screening committee. Thus, 
we had a say in the choosing of 
our county candidates in 1994. 
Secondly, members of College 
Democrats provided the margin 
which gave progressive candi- 
date Mary Boyle the county par- 
ty's endorsement for U.S. Senate 
over Joel Hyatt. 
Thirdly, and most importantly, 
the College Democrats have 
made history by securing the 
party's endorsement for State 
Representative for a University 
student, Brace Purdy. Mr. Purdy 
is the first University student in 
Wood County history to receive 
the endorsement of a major party 
for State Representative. 
The College Democrats presi- 
dents who have succeeded Mr. 
Cook have quietly and effective- 
ly insured that students who are 
Democrats are not ignored. 
Jason Sonenshein 
Junior 
The BG News Editorial 
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PC counterproductive 
to present day society 
Could   we   please   consider   relegating   the 
counterproductive, demoralizing and meaningless 
term '•Politically Correct" to the dustbin of history 
where, until its recent, untimely resurrection, it 
had been residing peacefully for many years? But 
now PC has quickly become an omnipresent term 
that means nothing at all. As a categorical phrase 
barren of meaning, PC has no positive contribution 
to make to the campus' cultural or social discour- 
ses. So It saddens me that this paper assigns so 
many column inches to a moronic, badly written 
stream of tirades "against PC." It also saddens me 
that well-meaning campus groups allocate time 
and space to sponsor a "debate" on this non- 
subject, a debate that receives saturation coverage 
from this paper. So what do you say? Let's call a 
moratorium on the public use of the phrase PC 
while we consider ways to put it to rest forever. 
The main reason that I want this to happen is be- 
cause PC's main users seem to be a loosely-knit 
aggregate of stunned, braying white boys who love 
to drop the phrase into any dialogue where their 
once sacrosanct - albeit racist, sexist, classist, 
homophobic - perspective of the world is being 
aggressively questioned. The questioners, an equa- 
lly loosely-knit group, are an increasingly vocal 
contingent of heterosexual women, people of color, 
lesbians, gay men and anyone else who might not 
measure up to a certain dimly articulated, mascu- 
line, patriarchal notion of normalcy. The poor "vic- 
tims of PC," bewildered and angered by this in- 
creasing resistance to their long-standing set of 
unfounded, indefensible, "natural" beliefs, bleat 
and croak, "PC, PC, PC," at any and all criticism of 
their passe and retrogressive dogma. This crew is 
typified by porcine dimwit Rush Limbaugh and 
personified by various BGSU students, admin- 
istrators, and teachers who love to whine about 
"feminazis," "neo-McCarthyites," and "the new 
thought police," all PC groups who are working dil- 
igently to silence them. 
These latter day characterizations are harsh 
ones as they invite associations to various histori- 
cal phenomena like mass slaughter, unfounded 
disenfranchisement and the rigid and forceful 
monitoring and control of ideas. What anyone who 
glibly uses the term "feminazi" in a public forum 
needs to ask himself is exactly how many Limboids 
have been murdered, maimed, raped, assaulted, 
uprooted, denied equal opportunity in employ- 
ment , schooling, and/or housing or otherwise op- 
pressed in the name of the new PC, The answer is, 
of course, zero. Yet the Limboids spew forth the 
term PC and its attendant propaganda as if it has 
been clearly demonstrated that many have suf- 
fered under PC's regulation. Can anyone cite one 
example for me? Yet if you keep howling it again 
and again, enough people will eventually believe 
that PC has silenced thousands of poor, put upon, 
well-meaning souls who just can't understand what 
all the fuss is about. After all, don't we live in the 
land of the free and the home of the brave where 
everyone has a fair shot at an equal piece of the 
pie? 
When questions like the preceding are exposed 
for the racist, sexist, classist claptrap that they 
are, the Limboids, instead of trying to defend their 
often untenable positions, begin the honking chant 
of "PC, PC, PC," as they again mislabel confronta- 
tion as censorship. But being asked to justify what 
once passed unquestioned as "traditional values" 
is not the same as being silenced. The so-called 
"PC Thought Police" are only demanding that 
some people carefully and clearly explain their 
outdated pronouncements, their crude behavior, 
their racist questions, their sexist badgering, their 
rampant stupidity. 
That the so-called PCers object to such speech 
and behavior as loudly and at times as obnoxiously 
as possible should only seem fair to any rational 
person. The constant intoning of the buzz phrase 
PC as a way of stifling what should be an ongoing, 
complex, and intense debate of ethics and morality 
should have no currency in a progressive envi- 
ronment like a college campus. 
I dont mean to devalue what Jack Taylor, Sam 
Melendez and Steve Ludd said at the recent PC de- 
bate. They all seem to be reasonable men inter- 
ested in fostering an environment of intellectual 
freedom and multicultural tolerance on this cam- 
pus. However, any time any one of them or any 
other well- intentioned soul recognizes PC as a 
term worth discussing and engages a Limboid in 
dialogue about It, she/he cheapens the terms of 
the discourse because it has been implicitly ac- 
knowledged that PC "means" something. Again, if 
you want it to mean something to me, then cite one 
example when PC - as defined by anyone - has 
caused physical, emotional, or spiritual harm to 
one person. Cite one example where PC has 
silenced someone. 
Think about it. How often, in the past few weeks, 
have we seen yet another terribly written diatribe 
from a slack-jawed, jabbering, alleged victim of 
PC in these very pages? It seems that not a day 
goes by that we don't read the pathetic, tortured 
heehawing of some Limboid who's dazed and con- 
fused beyond comprehension because his insensi- 
tive, Neanderthal babbling on any given subject is 
no longer allowed to pass wit bout comment. He 
can no longer bear the fact that more and more 
people have come to realize that his "common sen- 
se" viewpoint of America has very little In "com- 
mon" with over half our country's population and 
even less to do with "sense." Upon close examina- 
tion PC suffers the same fate as common sense. PC 
has nothing to do with the "political," nothing to do 
with "correctness," nothing to do with the positive 
accumulation and dissemination of knowledge. PC, 
instead, is an empty phrase most often found rat- 
tling around in empty heads. 
Steve Hesske is a part-lime instructor of English 
and a guest columnist for The BG News. 
LETTERS TO THE EDITOR 
Does PC serve 
some sort 
of purpose? 
The BG News: 
To begin, I would like to per- 
sonally thank Professor Richard 
A. Zeller of the sociology de- 
partment for - as he put it - 
"bringing PC to our attention" 
at BGSU. Perhaps the good 
professor would be so kind as to 
"hound-dog" some other topics to 
the attention of the readers of 
The News as well. I'd appreciate 
his telling me what to believe on 
a number of other issues, as that 
is far easier than actually doing 
any thinking for myself. 
For example: Professor Zeller, 
why is it that when men are told 
they may - for a fee ~ call tele- 
phone numbers and hear "wo- 
men's fantasies," these men 
probably have no expectation of 
hearing fantasies dealing with 
equal pay for equal work? 
Also: Professor Zeller, why is it 
adult African-American men do 
not wish to be called "boy?" 
Don't whites hear them refer to 
one another that way from time 
to time, and even worse some- 
times? Does that seem unfair to 
you. Professor Zeller? 
Also: Professor Zeller, why Is it 
that heterosexuals are so terri- 
fied of homosexuals - particular- 
ly with regard to the latter's 
"telling when asked" in the mili- 
tary service? Could the heter- 
osexuals be afraid they might be 
"ogled" as "meat," just as those 
same heterosexuals "ogle" wom- 
en as "meat?" 
Professor Zeller, if you re- 
spond to these questions, I would 
not have any reason to question 
your authority, would I? 
When Professor Zeller states 
that "students must choose be- 
tween their fundamental beliefs 
and values on the one hand and 
their grades on the other," he 
makes the presumption that stu- 
dents' beliefs and values do not 
lend themselves to questioning 
the authority of the "hate 
men/hate whites litany," or the 
authority of any other litany for 
that matter. 
Professor Zeller, why do you 
fear instruction which runs 
counter to the dominant metan- 
arratives of the past - oh, say - 
a six millenia or so? 
John A. Dowell 
American Culture Studies 
The DeKatch Group 
interviews candidates 
Buck up, sports fans, for the 
USG elections are upon us. 
What's that you say? The huh? 
No one cares about USG. No 
one even knows about USG. 
Yeah, I know, but I also had 
to sit through each presidential 
candidate's rhetoric about how 
they were going to build a 
parking garage, extend shuttle 
service, build a dome on the 
stadium, et cetera, during our 
endorsement meetings last 
week, so I had to get this USG 
stuff out of my system. I also 
happen to remember a time a 
few years back when a USG 
president took his cronies on a 
nice little trip to Port Clinton 
(swimming pools, movie stars, 
hot tubs) and paid for it with 
our general fee. You might 
want to look into things like 
that. 
So I got to thinking, let's 
have a real candidates forum, 
moderated by yours truly, 
aired on ABC. Because I ask 
the tough questions, of course. 
Matt Fair, Jen Matin- and Doug 
Minton are all seated, trem- 
bling with fear. Now, of course, 
this Is only an imaginary ac- 
count of what would happen If 
the candidates decided to 
grace the set of The DeKatch 
Group. First question. 
How do you feel about the 
designated hitter rule? 
MINTON: Well, that's an 
excellent question. I believe 
that henceforth and where- 
withal, the desig- 
WRONG1. JenMathe? 
MATHE: I think designated 
hitters should be more of a 
proactive force here in Bowl- 
WRONG! Matt Fair? 
FAIR: I like the designated 
hitter rule. As a matter of fact, 
I envision a world in which 
team owners are allowed to 
step up to the plate. 
Next question. Who will be 
named tonight's player of the 
game for the women's team? 
MATHE: What kind of ques- 
tion is that? I don't have to an- 
swer stupid questions like that. 
MINTON: I like Lori Albers, 
and let me tell you why. Lori 
Albers is a woman with a leg 
injury. She knows what it's like 
to be a woman with a leg injury 
and that contributes to the 
diversity of the team. 
Yeah, yeah, yeah. Matt Fair? 
FAIR: Nikki Heilmann. She 
lives below me. 
WRONG! You want my en- 
dorsement, you say Susie Cas- 
sell or Talita Scott. 
Next question: Men's player 
of tonight's game. 
MATHE: I like Jay Larran- 
aga. He's young and impres- 
sionable. 
FAIR- Well, none of them live 
Scott 
DeKatch 
below me, but I kind of like An- 
tonio Daniels. 
MINTON: Are you kidding? 
He talks way too much trash, 
Matthew. I personally like Jay 
Larranaga because he's a nice 
kid and he's one of the few 
people here on campus 
younger than me. 
Doug Minton, you lose two 
points for denouncing trash 
talking. It's part of the game. 
Deal with it. 
MINTON: Well, in that case I 
like Shane Komives. 
Too late, Dougie boy. Minus 
two more points for waffling on 
an issue. 
Next question: When will BG 
go Big Ten? 
MINTON: Another great 
question. I mean that. When 
will Bowling Green enter the 
Big Ten? I don't know. It's hard 
to say. 
MATHE: Stupid question. We 
should be more concerned with 
building a parking garage. 
FAIR: Never. V/e're not Big 
Ten material. 
You're all WRONG. Bowling 
Green will enter the Big Ten as 
soon as Paul Olscamp steps 
down. Within two years, Gary 
Blackney will bring home a 
Rose Bowl victory. It will be a 
great day indeed. 
Casablanca: Who did Usa 
really love? 
FAIR: Rick. 
MINTON: Victor Laslow. 
MATHE: That dorky French 
guy Claude Raines played. 
Now, who will be the next 
major musical act to play 
Bowling Green? 
MINTON. That's an excel- 
lent question. I would like to 
see DJ Jazzy Jeff and the 
Fresh Prince. I like Gangsta 
Rap. 
Uh, Doug, I'd hate to break it 
to you, but you need to read up 
on music. How 'bout you, Matt ? 
FAIR: The Beastie Boys, but 
only if Joe and I could sit in. 
MATHE: I don't know... Sista 
Souljah? 
NEXT QUESTION: Did Lee 
Harvey Oswald act alone? 
MATHE: No. What a stupid 
question. 
Jen Mathe, you lose 10 points 
for thrice trying to avoid my 
line of questioning. You are 
ejected from the game. 
MATHE: That's ridiculous! 
You can't do that to me. Who do 
you think you are? 
I'm Scott DeKatch, and you 
get SO points for talking trash. 
Didn't know you had it in you. 
MATHE: YES! 
Hit the showers. 
Next question: How do you 
plan to improve relations with 
the city? Matt Fair? 
FAIR: Well, I've been com- 
municating with Jim Tinker 
and... 
Matt, I know Jim Tinker. 
He's a friend of mine. You're no 
Jim Tinker. 
Next question: How do we get 
rid of the parking problem? 
Doug Minton. 
MINTON: That's an excel- 
lent question. Very good. Per- 
sonally, I think we should paint 
in smaller parking areas. 
Whatever floats your boat. 
Now, what are USG presidents 
made of? 
MINTON: Wood. 
So, what do you plan to do if 
you're elected? 
Now, of course, this 
is only an imaginary 
account of what 
would happen if the 
candidates decided to 
grace the set of The 
DeKatch Group. 
First question. 
MINTON: Build a bridge out 
of me. 
What's your favorite color, 
Doug? 
MINTON: Uh ... I don't ... uh 
Hit the showers, Doug. Well, 
Matt, looks like we're left with 
you. What do you have to say 
about that? 
FAIR: I can't believe it! This 
is incredible! I love you guys! 
Well, don't think I'm done 
with you, yet. I have one more 
question, now here it comes: 
WHO WILL BE THE NEXT 
PRESIDENT OF BOWLING 
GREEN STATE UNIVERSITY? 
FAIR: Melendez and Cook. 
Definitely. 
Scott DeKatch is Insider edi- 
tor. Once again, the contents of 
the above dialogue are all a 
figment of his imagination. 
Really. 
&
      SERVICE      | 
BARBER SHOP I 
I QUARTERFINALS 
TONIGHT ! 
Come ROCK the "House That Roars!" 
Women 6:00, Men 8:00 pm 
Admission:  #2 with student I.D. 
1 
WELCOME BACK 
-Call or Walk in - 
CLOSE TO CAMPUS 
426 E. Wooster St. 
Bowling Green, OH 43402 
352-4576 
! 
BOWUNG GREEN OPERA THEATER PRESENTS 
MERRY WIVES^ 
OF WINDSOR 
MARCH 11 & 18 AT 8 P.M. 
KOBACKER HALL    MOORE MUSICAL ARTS CENTER 
BOWUNG GREEN STATE UNIVERSITY 
MUSIC BY OTTO NKOUM 
TEXT, AFTER SHAKESPEARE, BY MOSENTMAL   ENGLISH VERSION BY JOSEF BLATT 
TICKETS $8, $10 111! (»« STUDENT DISCOUNT) 
FOR TICKET INFORMATION, CALL (419) 378-8171 OR (800) 589-8M4 
Under Milk 
Wood 
By Dylan Thomas 
March 9-12 at 8 pm and 
March 13 at 2 pm 
Joe E. Brown Theatre 
University Hall 
For Reservations call 372-2719 
Special Student Ticket Offerl 
BOWLING    GREEN    STATE    UNIVERSITY 
FESTIVAL SERIES 1993/94 
Loretta Livingston 
& Dancers 
Tuesday, March 15,1994 
8 p.m. 
Kobacker Hall 
Moore Musical Arts 
Center, BGSU 
BGSU STUDENTS ONLY: 
Special Reduced Price $3 
Students must present a valid ID at the Moore Musical Arts Center Box Office to purchase 
tickets Courtesy of the College of Musical Arts and the Festival Senes Advisory Board 
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Everyone's out for a buck 
A motorist stops to feed a deer from his car on Belle Isle near 
Ap Pholo/I^an*i McLeadon 
downtown Detroit. 
ACROSS THE STATE 
Controversial head gets 
the boot 
DAYTON - A Marine Corps re- 
cruit booted from boot camp be- 
cause he had tattoos on his head 
said Monday he has not given up 
hope of getting into the military. 
Dylan Fogle, 20, of Dayton, said 
making it in the Marines had 
been a point of pride. 
"The Marines are supposed to 
be the best, and I wanted to go 
through the challenge," Fogle 
said. "I was willing to take 
whatever I had to be a Marine." 
But be said he was not willing 
to have the tattoos removed. He 
said the process takes a long time 
and can leave scars. 
"They were pretty painful to 
get," he said. "I got them because 
I wanted them and feel pretty 
strongly about them." 
Fogle has a tattoo of a gargoyle 
on the back of his head. 
"Gargoyles, in architecture, 
were supposed to guard against 
evil, symbolically," said Fogle. 
"So it's kind of watching my 
back." 
Over his left ear is a tattoo of a 
thunderbird, a mythical bird 
some people believe causes 
lightning and thunder. 
Fogle said the tattoos were 
visible through his hair when he 
signed up for a four-year hitch in 
November. He said he asked his 
recruiter if the tattoos would 
keep him out of the Marines. 
"They didn't seem to have any 
problem with the tattoos," he 
said. 
Fogle reported Jan. 20 for basic 
training at Parris Island, S.C. He 
said he heard only a few offhan- 
ded comments about the tattoos 
when he got his hair cut. 
For the next three weeks, he 
performed in the top 10 percent 
of his platoon, he said. 
On Feb. IS, the commanding 
officer sent for him. 
"He looked at my tattoos and 
said they were going to have to 
send me home," Fogle recalled. 
"He said they didn't really fit the 
image of the Marine Corps be- 
cause the Marines are always 
supposed to be looking perfect." 
Fogle does not know why he was 
discharged at that time. He 
HEADQUARTERS 
FOR HAIR 
354-2244 
CUTS»COLOR'WAVES'NAILS 
; $2.00 OFF; 
Any Service      ■ 
425 E. Wooaier 
(Behind Dairy Man) 
Nails by I .ink. 
Mon. - Fri.    10a.m. - 8p.n 
Sal. 10a.m. - 3p.n 
received a "convenience of 
government," discharge, which 
means no black mark on his Ma- 
rine record. 
Maj. Scott Campbell, spokes- 
man for the Parris Island base, 
said the Marine recruiter may 
have approved Fogle because his 
hair was longer before basic 
training and could have lessened 
the impact of the tattoos. 
The delay in discharging Fogle 
was probably due to the time it 
took to "correctly process a de- 
cision," Campbell said. 
Campbell said Fogle could 
reapply for the Marines if he has 
the tattoos removed. 
Fogle said he joined the Ma- 
rines for the education and train- 
ing that could later benefit him as 
a civilian. 
"I'm not that much of a military 
kind of person," he said. "I'm 
nonviolent. I don't believe in that 
kind of stuff. But that's the best 
way to get the training I need to 
get by in this world." 
Deja vu causes double- 
take 
GALION, Ohio - A lot of teach- 
ers and students do double takes 
at Wilma Crall Elementary. And 
walking down the hall is like deja 
vu. 
The school has eight sets of 
twins - six of them identical. 
They may give teachers and 
visitors whiplash, but the twins 
find it amusing and advan- 
tageous. 
"It's fun to make the teachers 
get all mixed up," said Justin 
Loyer, a fourth-grader with his 
brother Jason. 
Shane Needels confessed that 
when he and his brother, Shawn, 
were in kindergarten, they 
traded grades to fool their par- 
ents. The boys are now in fourth 
grade. 
Also in fourth grade are Mindy 
and Missy Haspeslagh and Am- 
ber and Marlena Holcomb. Kevin 
and Lori Dye are in third grade; 
Amanda and Carrie Randolph 
second grade, and Taylor and 
Brittany Glenn first grade. Nika- 
lus and Markus McClure are in 
kindergarten. 
How does Principal Fred Fair- 
child account for so many twins 
in one school at the same time? 
"I don't have the slightest 
idea," he said with a smile. "We 
can't account for many things in 
nature." 
But it's not all fun and games 
being a twin. While they may look 
alike, they aren't the same. 
"It's not fun because people 
always get us mixed up," said Ja- 
son Loyer. Fairchild said the 
twins are separated from their 
siblings in classes so they can be 
treated as individuals. 
"[The parents] are all very 
aware that although they are all 
almost identical twins, they are 
still individuals," Fairchild said. 
"They're all winners, every one 
of them - and each in their own 
way." 
Larry Dawson, a sixth-grade 
teacher, has five of the children 
in his reading group. 
STOP WHAT YOU'RE DOING 
WE ARE BACK & WE ARE BETTER 
rjflE   MML J\$ty 
The Shark 
88.1 FM 
WBGU 
With ..c 
BG's 
BEST CALL-IN 
SHOW 
Call us->372-2826 
TONIGHT 
10pm 
SUMMER 1994 
DIRECT CHARTERS 
CLEVELAND-FRANKFURT 
SPECIAL 
STUDENT FARE $599 ROUND TRIP + TAX 
THURSDAY DEPARTURES 
JUNE 16 THRU SEPTEMBER 15 
EUROM CHARTERS '~£;£* 
a^§ QUARTERFINALS 
T^N | G H T, 
WOMEN 6:00       MEN 8:00 
COME SUPPORT THE FALCONS! 
tf 
AT ANDERSON ARENA 
82 W/STUDBJTS I.D. tf 
THEY SAID IT 
"He did awful things but way down 
deep he isn't a mean kid." 
-A 74-year-old nun, on sending $10 to Jeffrey 
Dahmer 
ACROSS THE NATION 
Pretty Woman gets bad 
rap 
WASHINGTON -- The Supreme 
Court Monday gave broader 
protection to parodies of copyr- 
ight works, a victory for free-s- 
peech advocates in a dispute over 
rap group 2 Live Crew's bawdy 
version of the rock classic "Oh, 
Pretty Woman." 
The court, In a unanimous rul- 
ing, said copyright owners do not 
have an absolute right to stop 
others from poking fun at their 
words and music. 
"Like less ostensibly humorous 
forms of criticism, [parody] can 
provide social benefit, by shed- 
ding light on an earlier work, and, 
in the process, creating a new 
one," Justice David H. Souter 
wrote for the court. 
"We thus line up with the 
courts that have held that parody, 
like other comment or criticism, 
may claim fair use" of a copyr- 
ight work, Souter wrote. 
Insurance drives father 
to steal 
WHITE PLAINS, N.Y. - A 
former police officer who robbed 
a liquor store to help pay medical 
bills for his brain-damaged son 
was spared prison Monday. 
Eric Shames was sentended to 
five years' probation and 200 
hours of community service. He 
also was ordered to repay the 
$1,500 he stole at gunpoint. 
"I never would have hurt any- 
body," Shames told the judge, his 
voice trembling. "I just wanted to 
pay some bills." 
Shames' 4-year-old son, Chris- 
topher, was born with a rare 
heart disorder called Wolff- 
Parkinson-White syndrome. Sur- 
gery performed in July 1992 went 
awry, leaving Christopher brain 
damaged, blind and in a wheel- 
chair. He requires 24-hour care 
and must be fed through his 
stomach. 
Shames' lawyer, Geoffrey K. 
Orlando, said Christopher has 
$200,000 in medical bills that are 
not covered by insurance. 
Shames, 33, pleaded guilty to 
felony robbery. He said he used 
an unloaded .44-caliber Magnum 
handgun to rob the liquor store in 
August 1993. 
Prosecutor Clem Patti support- 
ed the sentence of probation that 
was ordered by state Justice 
James Cowhey. 
Shames' father and brother 
committed suicide in the late 
1980s, and in 1988 Shames retired 
from the New Rochelle Police 
Department after injuring his 
spine while helping subdue a 
drug addict. Shames said he 
receives only disability pay- 
ments; his wife is a registered 
nurse but does not work because 
she takes care of Christopher. 
Future bleak for mother 
BROWNSVILLE, Texas -- A 
fortune teller testified Friday that 
one of her clients told her she 
wanted a teen-age boy "good and 
dead," because he jilted her 
daughter. 
"She asked for a ring and his 
wallet to make sure," said Maria 
Mercedes Martinez, the pros- 
ecution's star witness. 
Martinez, testifying in Spanish 
through an interpreter, said Dora 
Garcia Cisneros came to her in 
1992 to determine whether a 
young "gringo" was still Inter- 
ested in her daughter. 
Cisneros was upset when the 
cards showed the boy "looked to 
be very far away," Martinez tes- 
tified. 
On a second visit, Cisneros 
asked for a spell for something 
bad to happen to the "gringo," the 
fortuneteller said. Martinez said 
she responded that such spells 
weren't within her powers. 
Martinez said Cisneros asked 
her to pass a picture and written 
instructions to another of her 
clients, Daniel Garza. 
"Whatever happens, you are 
going to keep your mouth shut," 
Martinez quoted Cisneros as tell- 
ing her. "And tell the men I want 
him good and dead." 
Garza is accused of finding two 
gunmen to carry out the hit. Fis- 
cher, 18, was killed in March 
1993. 
Defense attorneys said Mar- 
tinez is a liar by profession and 
an unreliable witness testifying 
to save herself. 
Before the trial, Martinez 
pleaded guilty to conspiracy to 
commit murder In exchange for a 
sentencing recommendation of 
two to 20 years in prison. 
If convicted, Cisneros and 
Garza face the death penalty or 
life in prison. One of the alleged 
hitmen is still at large and the 
other is in jail in Mexico on an 
unrelated charge. 
Martinez said Cisneros told her 
she was angry because Fischer 
had sexually violated her 
daughter, 17-year-old Cristina 
Cisneros. The girl testified last 
week she was upset by Fischer's 
decision to end their relationship 
in mid-1992 but said the two 
never had sex. 
Biosphere -take two 
ORACLE, Ariz. - As hundreds 
cheered, seven people from five 
countries stepped through an air- 
lock Sunday for the second mis- 
sion inside Biosphere 2. 
The low-key sendof f marked a 
new research phase for the 
domed ecological lab as an 
earnest scientific tool. A policy 
change now allows scientists in 
for short-term projects. 
Harvard zoology professor 
Stephen J. Gould told the five 
men and two women that the "se- 
cond time is the hardest, and also 
in a key respect the most impor- 
tant," - with consistency the goal 
and science still watching the 
outcome. 
The crew comes from Mexico, 
Nepal, Australia, England and the 
United States. All but one will 
stay inside the 3-acre glass-and- 
steel bubble for at least 10 
months. 
Norberto Alvarez-Romo, 40, a 
native of Mexico and a vice 
president of Space Biospheres 
Ventures, the experiment's oper- 
ator, will stay 120 days. 
Officials say the 2-year-old, 
$150 million project, backed by 
Texas billionaire Edward Bass 
and designed to run for 100 years, 
will carry on continuously, like a 
remote research station, with ro- 
tating crews. 
The project is private and for- 
profit. Its goals include finding 
ways to solve Earth's environ- 
mental problems and developing 
technological applications for 
commercial spinoffs. 
The ceremony drew far less 
media interest than the first 
crew's Sept. 26,1991, sendoff for 
a two-year stay. 
"The eyes of the world aren't 
on you any more, but the eyes of 
science are, and the hopes of the 
world are," Gould said.'' 
Compiled from staff and wire 
report*. 
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USG senatorial candidates 
D'Aurelio 
Brian D'Aurelio 
Class, major Sophomore, tele- 
communications 
Past activities: Gleck the Space 
Monkey on WFAL's "Big Hairy 
Posse" radio show. Production 
Director of WFAL Radio. Winner 
of the 1993 
"Outstanding 
Freshman in 
the Field of 
Telecommuni- 
cations" award. 
Acting in one- 
ac t plays. 
Video em- 
ployee at In 
st ru ct iona 1 
Media Ser- 
vices. 
Goals for USG: I'd like to give a 
fresh viewpoint to the issues. I'd 
also like to see creamier mashed 
potatoes in our cafeterias. I'm 
not a politician ... I'm just a cow- 
boy. 
Personal or career goals: Tele- 
vision writing, acting and/or 
producing. 
Jeff Stefancic 
Class, major Junior, elemen- 
tary education 
Past activities: USG district 
senator, organizational senator 
for the Resident Student Associa- 
tion, Kohl Hall resident adviser, 
College Repub- 
licans, Into the 
Streets. 
Goals for 
USG: I would 
like to see USG 
push for a bet- 
ter standard of 
living in the 
residence halls 
on campus, by 
exploring   Is- 
college student personnel. After 
that I would like to teach, either 
at the junior high level or the 
university level. 
Mark Jarret 
Class, major Junior, sociology 
Past activities: College Repub- 
licans, Never Again, Campus 
Crusade for Christ, USG at-large 
senator. 
Goals for USG: I would like to 
represent and 
express the in- 
terests, needs 
and opinions of 
all University 
students, 
through effec- 
tive leadership 
and communi- 
cation with 
students. 
Personal   or 
Klmberly Pride 
Class, major Freshman, pre- 
journal ism/Spanish 
Past activities: Offenhauer 
Hall Council, Resident Student 
Association, Campus Escort Ser- 
o 
\ 
'■*- 
* 
Pride 
<&& 
Jarret 
Stefancic 
sues in housing and food service. 
Also, I would like USG to be more 
visible as a group in which stu- 
dents can turn to with their prob- 
lems when they feel they have no 
one else to turn to. 
Personal or career goals: After 
completion of my bachelor's de- 
gree, I would like to attend grad- 
uate school and pursue a 
master's degree in the field of 
career goals: After graduation I 
plan on going to law school and 
then pursue a career in that field 
as well as becoming involved in 
politics at both a state and local 
level. 
Mark Saneholtz 
Class,   major   Sophomore,   ac- 
counting/finance/international 
business 
Past Activities: Honors Student 
Association, Alpha Lambda Delta 
Honor Society, Accounting Club, 
Department i 
Manager at . 
Churchill's, In- 
tramural Bas- 
ketball. 
Goals    for j 
USG:   I'd   like 
USG to be more | 
well known by 
students.   Get I 
across    what 
USG  is to en- Saneholte 
sure that more than 35.7 percent 
of University students know 
what USG is and does. I'd also 
like to see USG get more power 
from the administration. 
Personal or career goals: To 
become a well-rounded citizen 
with a wonderful family. I also 
want to solve a crossword puzzle 
someday without any help. 
vice. 
Goals for 
USG: My goals 
are to support 
programs that 
would be bene- 
ficial to student 
welfare, with 
emphasis on 
more efficient 
transportation 
and nutritional 
value of food. 
Personal or career goals: Be- 
come an environmental lawyer. 
Jason Peters 
Class, major Junior, political 
science 
Past activities: USG senator at- 
large for 1993-94 term, vice 
president Sigma Phi Epsilon 
fraternity, freshman orientation 
leader, Student 
Recreation 
Center cm- 
p 1 o y e e , 
BUNAC over- 
seas work ex- 
perience pro- 
gram partici- 
pant 
Goals for 
USG: Further 
represent my 
fellow students effectively with 
emphasis in the areas of general 
fee allocation and quality living 
conditions. 
Personal or career goals: I plan 
on graduating in May of 1994 and 
hope to attend law school 
thereafter. 
Jason Sonenshcin 
Class, major Junior, political 
science/environmental policy 
Pasi activities: USG senator, 
treasurer of the BGSU College 
Democrats,   member  of   Wood 
•a 
Sonenshein 
Peters 
County Democratic Party Execu- 
tive Commit- 
tee, treasurer 
of the Students 
for Democratic 
leadership. Li- 
brary Advisory 
Committee 
member. 
Goals for 
USG: Fight to 
preserve and 
expand student 
liberty and work to make USG 
behave more responsibly with 
the students' money. 
Personal or career goals: I plan 
to go to law school and I hope to 
remain active in the Democratic 
Party throughout my life. 
Tiffany Law 
Class, major: Sophomore, 
social studies/dance education 
Past Activities: Falcon March- 
ing Band, University Performing 
Dancers, Gamma Phi Beta soror- 
ity, Sigma Alpha Iota Profes- 
sional Music 
Fraternity. 
Goal for 
USC: My goal 
for USG is to 
obtain better 
security on the 
outdoor cam- 
pus, AIDS pro- 
gramming, an 
AIDS volunteer 
group and bet- 
ter accommodations for com- 
muters. 
Personal or career goals: My 
career goals are to obtain certifi- 
cation in theater education. I 
wish to use my certification to 
teach students at the high school 
level and to also direct and 
choreograph the schools' musi- 
cals and plays. 
Scott Koehler 
Class, major Senior, aerotech- 
nology 
Past activities: BGSU Pre- 
cision flight team, Alpha Eta Rho 
(International Aviation Frater- 
nity), Never Again. 
Goals for USG: I feel many 
times the concerns and/or sug- 
gestions of the average student 
go unheard. It is my goal to rec- 
ognize these students and repre- 
sent them in accordance to what 
is in their best interest. 
Personal or career goals: I cur- 
rently hold an instrument rated 
Law 
Vice-president candidates 
Bill Wilson 
Class, major Junior, econom- 
ics/political science 
Past activities: USG at-large 
senator, national, state and com- 
munity affairs committee, Gen- 
eral Fee Reallocation Task Force 
Goals for 
USG: Ensure 
students will be 
effectively 
represented. 
This includes 
the placement 
of students on 
faculty tenure 
committees, 
ending un 
reasonable 
searches and seizures, and im- 
proving the lighting on campus. 
i, 
Wilson 
Personal or career goals: At- 
tend graduate business school 
and possibly enter the field of 
corporate finance. 
Kim Hess 
Class, major Sophomore, polit- 
ical science 
Past activities: USG organiza- 
tional senator (two years). Black 
Student Union external affairs 
representative. 
Goals for 
USG: Maintain- 
ing and in- 
creasing the 
awareness of 
students re- 
garding impor- 
tant issues on 
campus along 
with encourag- 
ing the under- 
graduate popu- Hess 
lation to take an active part in 
their educational process. 
Personal or career goals: Re- 
ceiving a master's degree in po- 
litical science and obtaining a 
leadership position in our state 
capital. It is my intention to con- 
tribute any way that I can, along 
with making significant, positive 
changes in Ohio's government. 
Joe Woods 
Class, major Junior, telecom- 
munications 
Past activities: Member of 
USG's executive cabinet, Par- 
liamentarian for USG, special 
events coordinator 
Goals    for 
USG: Improve 
campus safety, 
get debit card 
system in- 
stalled, get 
students more 
active in the af- 
fairs of USG. 
Personal or 
career goals: 
Get   job   with Woods 
agency   filming   and   directing 
commercials. 
♦ 
♦ 
C IIAR1 IS 1 OV. \ APTS. 
AND 
MID AM MANOR ♦ ♦ 
t 
♦ ♦ 
•NOW RENTING* ♦ 
Choose from choice apartments within walking distance to 
campus Summer 1994 and school year 1994-1995. 
♦ 
2 bedroom, furnished or unfurnished, gas heat and 
water included, air conditioning 
♦ 
♦ ♦ 641 Third St. Apt. 4, B.G. Resident Manager 352-4380 ♦ f 
JOE\ THE 
FAMILY 
TEAM! 
Why rent from IVewlove Rentals? 
1
 Some locations permit pelt 
• Full time office staff 
•9 44 12 month leases 
* Brochures available 
No parental guarantees 
* Full time maintenance 
* Duplexes & Houses Avail. 
* Summer leases 
Some Iswallons lo choose from: 
920 E. Wooster: FREE HEAT, WATER, SEWER. ACROSS FROM CAMPUS! 
520 E. Reed: 2 Bdrm, Casablanca Fans, ACROSS FROM CAMPUS! 
320 Elm: I Bdrm, FREE HEAT, WATER, SEWER! 
801-803 Fifth: Great prices with FREE HEAT, WATER, SEWER! 
309 High: FREE HEAT, WATER, SEWER & CLOSE TO CAMPUS! 
ABOVE DOWNTOWN BUSINESSES: lBdrms, various locations! 
228 S. College: 1& 2 bdrms. FREE HEAT, WATER, SEWER! 
NEWL9VE 
Rentals 
328 S. Main 
Our Only Office 
352-5620 
Commercial Pilot License and am 
working toward becoming a cer- 
tified flight instructor. After 
graduation, I would like to con- 
tinue a career in the aviation 
field while remaining active in 
local and state politics. 
USG write-ins are 
assured success 
by Lawrence Hannan 
News staff writer 
Although 12 Undergraduate Student Government at-large 
senator positions are open in today's election, only nine candi- 
dates filed to run by the deadline - guaranteeing that at least 
three write-in candidates will be elected. 
Four people are waging fairly active write-in campaigns: 
Stacy Sprung, a junior pre-art therapy/art education major; 
Kristin Cox, a computer art major; Kristin Brennan, a sopho- 
more elementary education major, and Mike Horvath, a junior 
English major. 
Cox and Sprung said they were both persuaded to run by Joan 
Holmes, USG's national, state and community affairs coor- 
dinator. Holmes, who is in the same sorority as Cox and Sprung, 
stood up at a chapter meeting and persuaded them to run. 
"I know both of them pretty well," Holmes said. They're both 
really dedicated to what they do. I just asked for volounteers at 
our chapter meeting and they volounteered to me afterward. I 
think they'd both make great senators who would keep lines of 
communication open to all students." "When Joan first asked us 
to run we didn't know that much about what some of the issues 
were," Cox said. "Since then we've gotten a lot of feedback from 
students. A lot of people don't know what USG does and doesn't 
know how it can help them. Hopefully we can get more students 
involved in USG and also do what's best for students." 
Brennan said she decided to run after talking to her friends 
about some problems she believed the University had. 
"I realized I wanted to help solve some of the problems this 
campus has. I've been a senator in my sorority, I helped bring 
the AIDS quilt to campus and I'd like to try to help the whole 
University. 
Horvath has previously served as Darrow Hall president and 
been involved in the Resident Student Association. He had 
planned to run for a USG position in the fall but decided now was 
the best chance to get in with so few running. 
"If I get in I'd like to help get more control of the general 
fund," Horvath said. "Beyond that I don't have any set goals 
beyond looking out for students to the best of my ability." 
STUDENT TRAVEL 
1-800-777-0112   _SZ/J 
Th* world *Urg*>t «tud«nt & youth ir«v«l organisation J TA   TKMVCL 
^■m:- 
The  Tree of Life 
Your family is special!   To honor your unique family. 
display your own Tree of Life plaque - ii makes the perfect 
gift!   A sparkling birlhstone is set next to each beautifully 
engraved name and birthdale on your family tree and the 
elegant engraving is mounted on a rich walnut oval. 
KLEVERS JEWELRY 
123 K. MAIN ST. 
BOWLING GREEN. OH 4J402 
(4l9)J»-tt*l 
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Presidential hopefuls profiled 
Minton claims long-term leadership Matt Fair takes pride 
in accomplishments by Lawrence Hannan 
News staff writer 
Doug Minton,  Undergraduate 
Student    Government    presi- 
dential   candidate,   decided   to 
come   to   the 
University  be- 
cause he liked 
the size of the 
campus    and 
felt it had a lot 
of good resour- 
ces   that   stu- 
dents    could 
use. 
"I've really 
gotten to love 
this school over the past two 
years," Minton said. "The size of 
the school is perfect. You get to 
know a lot more people here than 
you would at a bigger school." 
Minton, a sophomore manufac- 
turing technology major, has 
been active in USG for two years. 
Minton 
Doug Minton 
Class: Sophomore 
Majors Manufacturing 
Technology 
Past Activities: USG 
executive cabinet; 
director of student 
welfare and 
programming; district 
senator; student welfare 
committee member. 
Goals for USG: Remain 
actively involved in 
leadership roles on 
campus until 
graduation. After 
graduation, would like 
to find a career in 
manufacturing 
management for a 
leading corporation. 
He served his first year as a dis- 
trict senator before being ap- 
pointed to the executive cabinet 
this year by outgoing President 
Jason Jackson. 
He is currently serving as the 
director of student welfare and 
programming. 
Minton said he believes that 
out of all the candidates, he 
offers the best opportunity for 
long-term leadership. He points 
out that both he and Kim Hess, 
his vice-presidential candidate, 
are sophomores and will there- 
fore be able to lead USG for the 
next two years. 
"There's so much to learn from 
a position like this," Minton said. 
"A vote for us is a vote for long- 
term leadership. We'll be able to 
get things done over the long 
haul." 
Minton also believes he has an 
edge over the other two candi- 
dates because he has served on 
the executive cabinet. 
"The senate is mostly paper- 
work," he said. "The cabinet is 
making things happen. I don't 
think you can get the full picture 
of USG unless you've done both 
the way I have." 
Minton said he also believes 
that diversity sets them apart 
from the other candidates. 
"I'm a member of the greek 
system and Kim is an African- 
American woman," Minton said 
"We have very different per- 
spectives. By working together 
we can understand and sympath- 
ize with more students and more 
student problems." 
Minton is also stressing mak- 
ing the campus more safe. He is a 
strong supporter of the campus 
escort service and favors 
strengthening it for next year. 
Mathe concerned with parking 
by Lawrence Hannan 
News staff writer 
Undergraduate    Student 
Government presidential candi- 
date Jennifer Mathe never saw 
the  University 
campus   until J*^ 
she moved here 
her freshman 
year. 
Her heart 
had been set on 
Princeton Uni- 
versity, but her 
budget was not. 
"I was a 
National Merit 
Scholar," Mathe said. "There- 
fore, I was able to come here for 
free. The moment I arrived, 
though, I fell in love with the 
campus." 
Mathe, a junior interpersonal 
communication/political sci- 
ence/prelaw major, showed her 
love of the University by imme- 
diately becoming very involved 
in the campus. 
She has now been a USG sena- 
tor for three years and the 
chairwoman of the national, state 
Mathe 
and community affairs commit- 
tee for the last two years. 
"I've always liked to be in- 
volved since I was a kid, bossing 
my little brother around," Mathe 
said. "You learn a lot about other 
people and about yourself. You 
also learn a lot about communica- 
tion. You're not a leader if you're 
dictating - the best leaders lead 
by example." 
Mathe said that the main thing 
that separates her from her com- 
petitors is experience. She said 
she has been very closely in- 
volved and active in all the key 
events USG has done in the past 
couple of years. 
Mathe also acknowledges that 
USG is not always held in high 
esteem by the students. 
"USG in the past has had a 
reputation for laziness and inep- 
titude," Mathe said. "But that's 
not true of USG today. We're do- 
ing some wonderful things and 
we can have a very positive im- 
pact on students' lives." 
One issue Mathe claims to have 
a clear awareness of is campus 
safety. She admits that at night 
she's afraid to walk across cam- 
pus alone. 
"It's really an injustice being 
unable to feel safe on campus," 
r Jen Mathe 
Class: Junior 
Major: IPC/Political 
Sclence/Pre-Law 
Past Activities: USG at- 
large senator; National, 
State and Community 
Affairs chairman; Ohio 
Student Association; 
Faculty Senate; Student 
Court. 
Goals for USG: Ensure 
students will be 
effectively represented, 
placing students on 
faculty tenure 
committees} ending 
unreasonable searches 
and seizures, improving 
lighting on campus. 
The Great Lakes fishery 
Wednesday, Hatch 9, 7:00 p.m. Room 1007 
Business Administration Building 
Stephen {. Nepsxy: Coordinator of Fisheries Research on the 
Crest Lakes tor the Ontario Ministry of Natural Resources 
Kenneth M. Muth: Station Chief, Sandusky Biological Station 
Fish and Wildlife Service, U. S. Department of the Interior 
Fisheries experts from Canada and the United States will <*■""" how toxic 
substances and exotic species such as the sea lamprey and the zebra mussel 
affect the abundance, distribution, and safety levels of Great Lakes fish. 
FRET. AND THE PUBLIC IS INVITED 
fecramc by tta CacraK- 'Jew Ewtrareranai TTegnm 
<TXS Va Cmdam HsHtl Nil 
Funds provuUd by; Canadian Stadias Grant Program 
Thl Canadian Embassy 
AFRICAN 
PEOPLES 
A      ASSOCIATION 
Celebrates 
Africa Week March 6-13, 1994 
Theme: Africa at the Crossroads 
African Movie Nights 
Tuesday March 8 - 8:00 p.m. 
115 Education Building 
Allah Tuntou 
(God* Will) 
Free Admission 
Thursday March 10 - 8:00 p.m. 
121 West Hall 
CJuartier Moiatt 
(African Youth at the Crossroad*) 
Free Admission 
African Cultural Evening 
Sunday, March 13 
6:00 p.m. 
St.Thomas More 
(425 Thurstin) 
By Invitation 
African Cuisine 
Fashion Show 
Art Exhibition 
Guest Speaker 
George Ayittey. Ph.D. 
Associate Professor. 
American Vniverstiy. 
Washington D.C. 
by Lawrence Hannan 
News staff writer 
Undergraduate Student 
Government presidential candi- 
date Matt Fair came to the Uni- 
versity largely 
because of the 
campus size 
and its proxim- 
ity to his home- 
town of Nor- 
walk. 
Fair said the 
final choice of 
where to attend 
school came 
down   to   the Fair 
University and Kent State. BG 
won out, because as Fair be- 
lieves, the people here are nicer. 
Q 
Mathe said. "If I'm elected, I'm 
going to try to get more emer- 
gency phones on campus. A stu- 
dent anywhere on campus should 
be able to see at least one emer- 
gency phone at any time." 
Mathe also feels strongly about 
putting students on faculty ten- 
ure boards. She feels that while 
some teachers are fantastic, oth- 
ers encourage students to not at- 
tend class. 
She also said that if elected, the 
parking commission will become 
tired of her. Students for Stu- 
dents Coalition, a group to which 
Mathe belongs, is looking for so- 
lutions for the parking problem 
on campus. 
Mathe said she hopes to submit 
at least six different options to 
the parking commission next 
year. 
"I'd like to be known as 
someone who tried," she said. 
"I'd also like to be thought of as 
someone who was open and hon- 
est and looked out for and protec- 
ted the interests of the students." 
Matt Fair 
Class: Junior 
Major: History/Political 
Science 
Past Activities: Ohio 
Student Association, 
USG district senator, 
chief legislative officer. 
Goals for USG: Gain 
control of General Fee 
Allocation, set up 
Student Advocate, 
increase number of 
shuttle buses at night, 
break USG down into 
more specific groups 
that are service 
oriented, set up 
standardized 
evaluations for 
professors. 
"I'm sure we've all heard that 
saying 'BG-We Care,' " Fair said. 
"I think that saying is very true 
both for USG and the whole cam- 
pus." 
Fair, a junior, was originally a 
telecommunications major. 
However, that major wasn't 
fulfilling Fair's desire to con- 
tribute, so he decided to switch to 
a political science/history major 
and get involved in USG. 
The current chief legislative 
officer of USG said he is very 
proud of his accomplishments. 
"I think I've done more for the 
students through USG than just 
about anyone else," Fair said. 
"I've produced more legislation 
than either of my two oppo- 
nents." 
"I also think I'm a better com- 
municator than the other two," 
Fair added. "My dad's in cus- 
tomer services. He taught me to 
listen to everybody. That's some- 
thing I do now and would do as 
president. I'd give everybody 
equal weight whether they're the 
head of the University or a 
freshman student." 
Fair said he also believes he 
has a better feel of what students 
want and need. He said he be- 
lieves his ideas and programs 
will have much more of a positive 
impact on students than his op- 
ponents. 
One of the areas which Fair be- 
lieves needs immediate attention 
is campus safety. 
"I've heard a lot of talk about 
the problems in Founders," Fair 
said. "Personally I think these 
problems are minor compared to 
the problems in Kreisher and 
McDonald. The security there is 
just abysmal." 
Fair is also supporting a pro- 
gram known as The Student Ad- 
vocate. He said the advocate 
would be a program similar to 
Fact Line, where students could 
call to find out what to do if 
they're having problems with 
some facet of the University. 
Fair said he is proud of the 
work he has accomplished for the 
Firelands branch of the Universi- 
ty. 
Earlier this year, he succeeded 
in gaining representation for 
Firelands in USG's general as- 
sembly. He said he enjoys look- 
ing out for groups such as this 
that have traditionally been ig- 
nored. 
"I guess I'd like to be known as 
someone who improved overall 
life on the campus," Fair said. 
"Hopefully, that would entail 
getting rid of the hassels of bu- 
reaucracy and making this Uni- 
versity more of a community." 
"We all have a vested interest 
in this University," he added. 
"We need to be sure its educa- 
tional standards are the best they 
can be." 
Today's the Day 
Don't forget to Vote 
for USG! 
BG UNIVERSITY YMCA 
lr 
ELECTIONS TONIGHT 
FOR EXECUTIVE 
OFFICERS!!!!!!!! 
All paid members please 
attend M! 
114BAat9PM 
Director 
applications are 
also available 
?'s - Call 372-0234 
CLEVELAND YACHT 
CLUB 
Restaurant servers. 
bussers, bartenders 
Start Date: May 15 
Exclusive Yacht Club 
in Rocky River Ohio 
Provide Great summer 
package. 
Personal interview... 
Wednesday-Sunday. 
2-4 pm 
200 Yacht Club Drive 
Rocky River. OH 
44116 
SoiiIII Side <; 
lottery and convenience tlorc 
-•r.DT YOUR SPWNG        . Fill Your Coolers with Our 
• Stock up on a Large Variety of 
Chips and other Snacks 
WHERE site 
STARTS !!! 
737 S. M;iin / Napoleon      332 - ««:J7 
NO OUT OF POCKET EXPENSE 
-r^'.:...iiinii,>.,7s^ 
::::':i:::;!!!;'!||||l'i;;::::i:'" 
I! I, IwSs "I 
,,    ill!! Ill ,iJL 
OUR OFFICE POLICY 
IF YOU HAVE QUALIFYING HEALTH INSURANCE.WE 
WILL ACCEPT WHATEVER YOUR PLAN PAYS AS 
PAYMENT IN FULL. YOU DON'T EVEN HAVE TO PAY 
YOUR DEDUCTIBLE OR CO-PAYMENT BECAUSE WE 
ARE WILLING TO ASSUME THEM. THIS MEANS 
TREATMENT WON'T COST YOU ANYTHING OUT OF 
YOUR POCKET. 
AFFORDABLE CHIROPRACTIC 
1072 N. MAIN 
354-6166 
Dr. R. Beliveau, D.C. • DR. L. FOSTER, D.C. 
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The Anatomy of the Citibank 
Classic card: a body of services and peace of mind 
for students, now with No Annual Fee. For years, scientists could only 
theorize about the Citibank Classic Visa® card, unable to actually observe anything below its epidermal 
surface (i.e. the plastic). Surely the highly intelligent services were evidence of an advanced brain. But with 
the latest advances in x-ray technology, and when the light could catch the various parts just so, it was 
confirmed: the Citibank Classic Visa card is head to toe more evolved than ever imagined. H At its 
backbone are 3 services to cover the purchases you make on the card. Starting at the Lower Costal Spine, 
we see Citibank Price Protection can assure you of the best price. All you have to do is discover the same 
item advertised in print for less, within 60 days, and 
Citibank will refund the difference up to $150'. Along 
the Oops-It-Slipped Disc, Buyers Security"" can 
cover those purchases against accidental damage, fire 
or theft, for 90 days from the date of purchase'; and 
Citibank Lifetime Warrantys,n allows one to extend 
the warranty for the expected service life of eligible 
Scientists theorize that the mind of the Citibank Classic Visa 
cardmemher (Fig. A) is secure because it receives superior     products up tO 12 years2. So if you ever buy a Walkman, 
service; the mind of the non - Citibank Classic Visa cardmember 
(Fig. B) is not secure because-could it be?-it has a screw hose? a stereo, whatever, it will be reassuring to know that 
Citibank can bend and be flexible while still lending support. H The backbone is then connected to the 
cranium or headbone. Look at the bottom of the page. The Citibank Photocard has the head of the 
cardholder, as well as his or her own signature, right on the front. That way, it will help prevent fraud. It will 
also make a good form of ID, since you get to choose your own photo. D But what about the Nervous 
System?The fact is, it doesn't have one, not in the spinal cord nor in the brain. What it has is the Very Calm 
System. Because even if your credit card gets stolen, or gets lost, an involuntary muscle called the 
Extendus Anewcardeus activates the Lost Walletsm Service which can replace your card usually within 
24 hours. H As suspected, there's another involuntary muscle: the heart—a beating and caring heart, big 
enough to give students special discounts and savings. You'll receive a $20 Airfare Discount on domestic 
flights3; savings on mail order purchases, sports equipment, magazines and music; a low variable interest 
rate of 15.4%4; and, No Annual Fee. (In other words, the card itself doesn't cost a forelimb and a 
hindlimb.) 1 Naturally the heart of the Citibank Visa card pumps life and personalized customer service 
into all its parts, 24 hours a day. So no matter what the question you might have concerning your card, 
you need only call the 800 number. You'll find Citibank has a neck they are eager to stick out for you. They 
will always lend an ear. Or a hand. They will keep an eye out for you. They will put their best foot forward. 
Etc. H So call to apply. You don't need a job or a cosigner. And 
call if you'd like your photo added to your regular Citibank 
Classic Visa card. The number is 1-800-CITIBANK 
(1-800-248-4226), extension 20.1 If we take an overview of the 
whole body of services that make up the Citibank Classic Visa 
card, and consider that it will facilitate building a credit history, 
then you must shake a leg, flex your index finger and call today. 
CITIBANK* 
)&jt*.'Wa/t£A 
CLASSIC 
«U28 00X2 3«rSb W0 ■auorrat     mm* OBI 
02/94 o!/)i/«7 cv    *T!rr 
LINDA VALICE* VISA 
-3SW 
Not just Visa. Citibank Visa. 
'Certain conditions and exclusions apply. Please refer to your Summary of Additional Program Information Buyers Security is underwritten by The Zurich International L'K I imited C crtain restrictions and 
limitations apply Underwritten by the New Hampshire Insurance Company. Service life expectancy varies by product and is at least the minimum based on retail industry data Details of coverage are available 
in your Summary of Additional Program Information 'Offer expires 6/30/94 Minimum ticket purchase price is SI00 Rebates are for Citibank student cardmembers on tickets issued by ISE Flights only 
'The Annual Percentage Rate (APR) fix purchases is 154% as of 1/94 and may vary quarterly The APR for cash advances is 198% If a finance charge is imposed, the minimum is 5tI cents There is in 
additional finance charge for each cash advance transaction equal lo 2% of the amount ol each cash advance transaction, however, it will not be less than $2110 or greater than IKMKJ. Monarch Notes arc 
published bv  Monarch Press, a division of Simon & Schuster, a Paramount Communications Company Used bv permission of publisher   ' 1994 Citibank ISouth Dakota). N A   Member FDIC 
Monarch Notes* Version: With 
your purchases covered, no annual 
fee, and a low rate, the Citibank 
Classic Visa card will go easy on 
your Nervous System. Call 
1-800-CITIBANK 
(1-800-248-4226), extension 20. 
Apply for the Citibank Classic card by completing the 
application in this issue or by calling 1-800-CITIBANK ext.20 
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Freddy and Frieda beheaded 
Jim Ruhleo 
school spirit 
The BG Ntwi/R>i> Wtitiner 
cheers as he finally can reveal his true Identity and his 
as he Is unveiled as Freddy Falcon. 
by Christian Peiusi 
News contributing writer 
Four beheadings occurred this weekend. 
The first took place at the Bowling Green-Michigan hockey game 
Friday and the second happened at the Bowling Green-Toledo men's 
basketball game Saturday, much to the delight of all in attendance. 
No, this is not a throwback to the French Revolution, but the cele- 
bration of unmasking the Freddy and Frieda Falcon mascots. 
The University's Freddy and Frieda mascots were identified in the 
annual ceremonies. Dave Dobson, a junior telecommunication major, 
and Heather Palmer, a junior IPC major, unveiled themselves from 
their Freddy and Frieda heads Friday. Jim Ruhlen and Lisa Worstine 
were acknowleged for their roles Saturday. 
"It was great making everyone happy, especially the kids," Palmer 
said. "Not many people understand how special our relationship with 
each other and with the fans is." 
A mascot is not just about clowning around and many fail to realize 
this, Dobson added. 
"Freeing up your schedule, especially weekends, is tough, but it's 
well worth it," he said. 
"You have a commitment to the University, to sportsmanship and 
to your own time," Ruhlen said. 
The Falcons normally appear at two to four events a week, includ- 
ing games and sporting events. Palmer said. 
"We try to attend as many functions as possible," she said. 
Their hard work, commitment and spirit do not go unrecognized at 
the University and in the community. 
"The Falcons play key roles in the program," said Brad Browning, 
assistant athletic director. "The mascots are at every home game 
practically and some away football and basketball games - I'd say 
around a total of 250 to 300 events. " 
As the Falcons of 1993-1994 step down, applications to try out for 
next year's Freddy and Frieda Falcons are available at 405 Student 
Services with the deadline March 18. 
In addition to filling out an application, the mascots said there are 
Important personality traits which are required. 
"Time, flexibility, commitment and spirit, along with a love of the 
University is what it takes," Ruhlen said. 
"For me, willingness to get involved in campus activities, spon- 
taneity and being able to goof around [is important]," Palmer said. 
Along with the Falcon tryouts, the cheerleaders and pommerettes 
will have information meetings. The cheerleader meetings will take 
place March 15 and 16 at 9:15 p.m. in 116 of the Business Administra- 
tion Building. The pommerettes will have their meetings March 30 
and 31 at 9:15 p.m. in 112 BA. 
Tk* BC Ntwi/Roii Wcltinrr 
A beheaded Frieda Falcon shows her true brown and orange feathers 
as she is revealed as Lisa Worstine. 
t 
% 
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1 Free visit with this ad 
(When you purchase any package) 
Expires 3/31/94 
248 N. Main - 10 Beds     354-1559 
993 S. Main - 5 Beds     353-8826 
"We honor local competitors advertised prices. 
Your tanning professionals-slncc 1980- 
HAIR 
UNLIMITED 
Open 7 Days 
N't) appointment Necessary 
354-1559 
■...v.:.",:;:;:...,    IKI:I: I'AKKINC 
N€VUS   248 N. Main St. 
| COUPON 1 
I    THE WORKS $10 
Shampoo, cut, finish 
regular $14 
w/ DeniseorCail 
Expires 3/31/94 
I- COUPON — — -I 
PERM $28 
incl. cuts, finish 
regular $35 
I  long hair slightly higher  I 
w/ Jill or Denise I 
Expires 3/31/94 
J> WMBOU Tanning Special 
Open M - F 
6am-9pm 
1015 Revere Dr. 
(off Poe Rd) 
10 visits tor $25 ♦ 2 free 
20 visits for $35 ♦ 3 free 
w/ coupon and 
purchase ol package 
(Wolff system automatic 
face tanner 
for a better looking tan) 352-0061 
325 E. Wooster 
353-0245 
^<xcn. Salo*t 
20% Off 
Any 1 Full Service 
w/coupon 
Ask for Danielle, Robin, or Carol 
<J)er<le£{ &oueh Solan 
Nails-full set fiberglass $32.95 
Balance $17.95 
Tanning 13 visits /$25.00 & 1 Free 
1084 S. Main St.       HaircutS $900 
(Between McDonalds                20% Discount 
& Wendy's)                               0n Services w/Penny 
352-2812                                    good thru 3/26/94 
The 
Solarium 
New Owner David D. Dtwelt 
352-6459 
529 Ridge St. 
• Heir 
• Nells 
• Tinning 
• tanning- It booked til 
Sprint Break - but 
call ui to keep your tan 
after break! 
• travel packs available 
for Spring Break 
20% Off 
Perm or Highlight 
with Lisa 
Coupon explrae 3/31/94 
Service Barber Shop 
426 East Wooster 
Bowling Green, OH 43402 
352-4576 
Get a trim before you 
head out to Spring 
 Break!  
ITTTTTTTnrca^ 
Ben Franklin ISgSJ 
Spring Break Special! 
FREE Double Prints 
i
^
fiflaasasaDa
 for BGSU Students 
•NOTICE:AII1hour 
service at reg. 1 hour price 
• Same day in by 11am 
oul after 5pm 
coupon «p«M </W4 
"not valid for 
1 hour photo" 
154 S Main St. 
Downtown Bowling Green 
Open 9-9 Mon-Sat 11-5 Sun 
LATE NITE VIDEO 
140 E. WOOSTER 
354-5283 
Rinlt,,; rfiitu at ngulir ptiu, and 
rautn ttcond nntal for only 991. 
•DwrVvwry Fr— Ummbmnhip 
Fr— Pick-Up       99t  Ck,,ing  Spaci.l 
■Optn  Latt Call 3S4S2M 
(fip»« April 12, Serial No BG -125 
• KNAUSS B00V SHOP j %nouss rBody Shop 
Complete Collision Service 
540 S. Maple 
S MAPLE 
BUTTONWOODAVE 
CHURCH ST. 
SOUTH MAIN ST.      m 
1 
Phone: (419) 
NORTH MAIN ST       Bowling G reen, 
BGSU               Ohio 43402 
352-3649       32    HI 
JU-MorLones f. 
I 
I 
I 
1010 N. Main St. 
Bowling Green, Oh. 
352 - 4637 
KAROAKE 
ATTHE STRIKE ZONE LOUNCE 
FRI 6. SAT. 9 PM - 2:JO AM 
ONE FREE CAME 
With one Paid Game 
JU-MarLonts 
Good Anytime Open 
Bowling is Available. 
One coupon Per Person. 
OFFER VAUDTHR.U 
4/30/94 ■ ■ 
RAPID PRINTING 
RED INK 
minimum 1000 
copies of same flK*i 
orignal V^ 
expires 3/31 
"More Than Jusl a Copy Shop" 
f*g& 352-9118 
186 S  Main St. 
Bowling Green OH, 43402 
SOCKMAN AUTOMOTIVE 
425 Grant St. Bowling Green 
352-3607 353-1697 
For all your automotive service needs 
Located across the 
tracks from Kinkos 
U H M U U U U U U VWWWWWUWWrtWWWWW 
900 E Wooster 
Across from Kohl Hall 
352-3365 
Attention Greeks -^^y 
. • Date part 
and • Sewn on letters 
BGSU StlldentS!! •SSnaYemldependable 
• y favors 
I t n 
SPRING BREAK SPECIAL 
1 Free  ULTRA TAN 
Visit 325 E. Wooster St. 
with coupon and        (Across from Taco Bell) 
purchase of       .10 Tans $20     «20 Tans $40 
Call Now For Appointment «10^-"X<»'OC) 
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March Madness hits Anderson 
Women favored ZV1 "5^^B Men hope third 
over lowly BSU 
by Mark Leonard DeChant 
sports editor 
Women's basketball in the Mid- 
American Conference has been 
earning significant recognition 
in recent years. 
Teams like Bowling Green, 
Toledo and Kent State have been 
nationally ranked in a number of 
statistical categories, and even 
the Associated Press and USA 
Today Top 25 polls. 
Not every squad in the MAC 
has been so lucky. 
The cellar dwellers - Eastern 
Michigan, Akron and Ball State - 
are still putting together the 
pieces that add up to a formida- 
ble basketball team. 
The MAC champion Falcons 
(23-3 overall, 17-1 league) host 
the eighth-place Cardinals to- 
night at Anderson Arena in the 
opening round of the conference 
tournament. Tip-off is at 6 p.m. 
Ball State's record (6-18 over- 
all, 4-13 league) doesn't indicate a 
successful season for most pro- 
grams. But just making the tour- 
nament is a step in the right 
direction for the MAC's Indiana 
representative. 
Second-year coach Robyn 
Markey failed to win a non- 
conference game last season, fin- 
ishing 3-23 overall. The year be- 
fore, the Cards had a 5-22 mark. 
An   appearance   in   the   league 
tourney could boost team morale 
and recruiting prospects. 
"We're excited about being in 
the tournament," Cardinal coach 
Robyn Markey said. "I think we'- 
ve made some strides. Our goal is 
to improve every year." 
BG coach Jaci Clark said that 
Ball State and others deserve at 
least some chance to be the best 
in the MAC. 
"I think when you're number 
one it's hard to go back and look 
(positively) at a tournament," she 
said. "But if you're in any other 
position you love the tourna- 
ment." 
Bowling Green, ranked 25th by 
the Associated Press and riding a 
17-game winning streak, will 
present Ball State a formidable 
opponent. 
"We look for one game at a 
time," Markey said. "We just 
study the films, make some cor- 
rections and hopefully learn 
from it." 
The Falcons swept BSU this 
season, 96-80 at Muncie, Ind. and 
79-60 at Anderson Arena, but 
Clark is preparing her team as if 
the title Is already on the line. 
"I don't think we can look at 
our opponent anymore," Clark 
said. "We're playing in the MAC 
tournament, and it's a different 
kind of season - it's win or you're 
out." 
time is a charm 
The DC Nt»./P.ul B. Evan. 
Bowling Green's Floyd Miller jams home two points for the Falcons 
during a victory over Eastern Michigan earlier this year. Miller and 
the rest of the Falcons will take on the Golden Flashes of Kent State at 
8 p.m. in Anderson Arena tonight. Kent defeated BG in two previous 
games this year by a combined total of five points. 
by Mike Kazlmore 
assistant sports editor 
They say that that the third 
time is a charm. 
Bowling Green head coach Jim 
Larranaga certainly hopes that 
this holds true tonight when the 
Falcons battle the Golden Fla- 
shes of Kent State in the first 
round of the Mid-American Con- 
ference Tournament. Tip off is at 
8:00 p.m. 
The Flashes have already 
downed the Falcons twice this 
year - but both wins came by a 
combined five points. 
Although the Falcons are anx- 
ious to play Kent, they might go 
into the game without their star 
center - Shane Kline-Ruminski. 
After severly spraining his right 
ankle in the second half of Satur- 
day's 78-77 win over Toledo 
Kline-Ruminski's status has been 
listed as day-to-day. 
The Falcons, however, have 
learned to win — especially at 
home - without Kline-Ruminski 
in the lineup. While he was out 
earlier this year with a broken 
right hand BG compiled a 3-3 re- 
cord, with each victory coming in 
the cozy confines of Anderson 
Arena. 
"I'm going to wait to see how I 
feel at the shoot-around to decide 
if I'm going to play," Kline- 
Ruminski said. "I'm just going to 
prepare like I'm going to play. 
But if I can't play I have confi- 
dence in the team." 
Kline-Ruminski, and the rest of 
the BG squad are not the only 
ones who think that the Falcons 
can perform without their leader. 
"I think that Bowling Green 
has played great all season, espe- 
cially during the period that they 
lost Kline-Ruminski," Toledo 
head coach Larry Gipson said. 
"They play very well together as 
a team. They play with confi- 
dence." 
If Kline-Ruminski is unable to 
play in tonight's game more 
pressure will be placed on the 
other players to pick up their 
scoring averages - something 
that Shane Komives, Antonio 
Daniels and Jay Larranaga did 
especially well the first time 
BG's junior center went down. 
During that six game span 
these three players accounted 
for more than 70 percent of the 
Falcon's offensive output. 
The key to the game might not 
be at the offensive end of the 
floor for the Falcons though. In- 
stead, BG head coach Jim Lar- 
ranaga knows that the team will 
will have to step up its game on 
the defensive end of the floor. 
In both losses to KSU this year 
the Falcons allowed the Golden 
Flashes to shoot over 55 percent 
from the field. 
Gretzky closing in on record Gymnasts drop 
conference meet CHICAGO -- It's funny how 
everybody can see him all the 
time, yet really not see him at all. 
By leaps and bounds, by en- 
dorsements and televised ap- 
pearances - by any measure 
imaginable - Wayne Gretzky is 
the most famous, most rewarded, 
most accomplished athlete that 
hockey has ever produced. 
Precisely because he is a 
hockey player, however, he may 
also be the most underappre- 
ciated athlete any so-called "ma- 
jor" sport has ever produced. 
"When you sit back and look at 
all the things he's done, it's sad to 
go into some of the towns we play 
in and still see empty seats," Los 
Angeles Kings owner Bruce 
McNall said. 
McNall's voice trails off for a 
moment, some of that sadness 
mingling with resignation. He 
pauses to watch a Zamboni lazily 
resurface the ice between 
periods of Sunday's NHL game in 
Chicago. 
"A few years from now," 
McNall begins, "everybody will 
swear they were there when he 
got goal No. 801. Just like every- 
body said they were there to see 
Henry Aaron catch Babe Ruth." 
The man who came to sunny 
Los Angeles from Edmonton six 
years ago for a king's ransom 
remains just three goals shy of 
Gordie Howe's career goal-scor- 
ing record. It is the only NHL re- 
cord worth owning that Gretzky 
does not already possess. And 
when he ties and then breaks it 
later this week at home, or 
somewhere else later this month, 
he will have bettered a mark 
once thought unassailable in just 
his 15th professional season. 
Howe, by comparison, needed 26 
seasons to get his 801 goals. 
"I've felt pressure my whole 
life," Gretzky said after the 
game. "Each circumstance is a 
different kind of pressure." 
It took the reporters gathered 
around him a moment to under- 
stand that Gretzky was not talk- 
ing about personal goals. 
"My job isn't quite halfway fin- 
ished," he continued. "We built 
respectability. We built hockey 
up in southern California. Now 
we'd like to get a championship." 
Columnist 
J i m 
L i t k e 
Though history suggests it is 
dangerous to believe otherwise, 
this last task may be too much - 
even for Gretzky. He won four 
titles in five seasons in his out- 
post at Edmonton, but his sup- 
porting cast was considerably 
stronger and he was considera- 
bly younger. 
Though still only 33, the weight 
of his accomplishments is appar- 
ent - this week at least - in the 
sag of his slim shoulders. The re- 
cent death of good friend and 
business partner John Candy has 
made the game seem more like 
work than play, and the attention 
his pursuit of Howe's mark has 
drawn is clearly beginning to 
wear on Gretzky's nerves. 
To make matters worse, Howe 
has become less than gracious 
about his legacy in recent days. 
When he was a 5-year-old, Gret- 
zky so idolized Howe that when 
he received a Red Wings jersey 
for Christmas, he wore it out in a 
year. And when Gretzky passed 
him in career points, Howe was 
on hand to offer his congratula- 
tions in person. But suddenly the 
old man has taken to demanding 
that his 174 goals scored during a 
stint in the short-lived World 
Hockey Association be counted 
toward his career-scoring mark. 
by Ray DeVlto 
News sports writer 
The BG gymnastic team 
dropped another conference 
meet Saturday, losing to Western 
Michigan at South Bend, Ind., 
180.70-185.925. The loss drops 
BG to 2-5 overall and 0-4 in the 
Mid-American Conference. 
Although the team's goal of 
scoring in the 187 range was not 
reached, the team's overall po- 
tential continues to rise. 
Coach Charles Simpson re- 
congizes his team's potential. 
"Each meet we have people do- 
ing better jobs," he said. "This 
past meet we had four people 
reach season highs. Now what we 
want to do is what we did last 
year and get everyone reaching 
their potential in time for the 
MAC finals." 
The team had many fine per- 
formances Saturday. Jennifer 
Wenrich, competing with a sore 
ankle, still managed to score a 
season-best score of 9.45 on the 
balance beam, finishing first in 
the event. 
Julia Zelikov, Elisa Martinelli 
and Kim Pope also scored season 
highs. 
Zelikov reached her season 
high on the floor exercise scoring 
a 9.425, placing third in the event. 
Martinelli's season high came in 
the all-around event as she placed 
second scoring a 36.875. Pope 
scored a season high on the vault 
with a 9.0 score, placing ninth in 
the event. 
Other fine performances in- 
clude Erne Cole who placed sec- 
ond with a 9.375 on the vault, and 
Jennifer Zelikov who scored a 
9.425, placing third on the floor 
exercise. 
The injury list for the Falcons 
continues to grow. Karen Jordan, 
one of the team's top performers, 
was unable to compete due to a 
wrist injury that she suffered 
earlier in the week. 
Unknowns leading Cavs 
by Chuck Meivln 
The Associated Press 
RICHFIELD, Ohio -- Phills. 
Mills. Hill. Williams. 
There's a certain poetry to 
the Cleveland Cavaliers' roster 
these days, a roster dotted with 
unknowns, newcomers and role 
players who have helped turn 
Mike Fratello's patchwork 
lineup into the NBA's hottest 
team. 
Cleveland has an NBA-best 
11-1 record since the All-Star 
break and would match a fran- 
chise mark with 11 straight 
wins if it beats Sacramento on 
Tuesday night. A game at last- 
place Detroit follows on Friday. 
The turnaround has pulled 
the Cavs into a virtual tie with 
Orlando for the all-important 
fourth spot in the Eastern Con- 
ference playoff seeding. The 
top four teams get home-court 
advantage in the first round. 
Considered a championship 
contender after Michael Jor- 
dan quit the NBA last fall, the 
Cavaliers stumbled to a 7-14 
mark by mid-December. Seven 
years under previous coach 
Lenny Wilkens had left them 
set in their ways, unsure they 
could adapt to the high-energy, 
trapping defense Fratello in- 
stalled when he was hired away 
from NBC. 
"We didn't have the trust in 
each other earlier in the 
season," said John Williams, 
whose play at center in place of 
injured Brad Daughterly has 
been critical to the recent 
surge. "It was a new system, 
with a lot of trapping. You 
didn't want to give up a layup to 
your own guy." 
Injuries also took an early 
toll. Daugherty, an All-Star a 
year ago, was bothered early 
this season by vertigo, a condi- 
tion that affects one's balance. 
Larry Nance, another 1993 All- 
Star, had arthroscopic knee 
surgery In November. Backup 
point guard Terrell Brandon 
missed the first nine games 
with mononucleosis. Rebound- 
ing specialist Tyrone Hill sat 
out 18 games with a sprained 
left thumb. 
But gradually, Fratello's 
system caught on, injured 
players trickled back and the 
Cavaliers discovered they had 
developed some depth. A dozen 
different players have been in 
the starting lineup at some 
point this year, and no one feels 
out of place at crunch time. 
Nance, Gerald Wilkins and 
Williams each made critical 
foul shots in the final minute of 
Sunday's victory over Chicago. 
Bobby Phills, a third-year pro 
from Southern University who 
was buried on the bench, 
scored 19 points against the 
Bulls and has been over 20 
three times this year. Chris 
Mills, the rookie first-round 
pick from Arizona, started 18 
games earlier and is now one of 
the first players off the bench. 
"About four or five games 
before the break, you could see 
our team defense starting to 
pick up," Williams said. "Ever- 
ybody knows what their role is 
now. We realized that trapping 
doesnt mean giving up a lot of 
layups." 
Fratello, whose spirited work 
along the sidelines is a stark 
contrast to Wilkens' low-key 
style, wouldn't let his players 
get down during the first few 
desolate weeks. 
"Our goal when we got off to 
the slow start was at some 
point to grow, keep our spirits 
up and realize how well we 
were playing even though we 
were losing a lot of close 
games," said Fratello, whose 
team is 0-7 in games decided by 
three points or less. "And we 
hoped we could get our bodies 
back and make a run after the 
All-Star break." 
Soon after the break, when 
another round of injuries hit, 
the Cavs took it in stride. With 
All-Star guard Mark Price as a 
steadying Influence, Williams 
stepped in for Daugherty (bad 
back, out for another month or 
more), Hill stepped in for 
Nance (strained arch, returned 
Sunday), and the schedule- 
makers cooperated by provid- 
ing a string of games against 
weaker  opposition. 
APpkcMoAUrkDiiiicui 
Cleveland Cavaliers center John Williams and Chlgago Bulls 
center Bill Wennlngton battle for rebounding position during the 
Cavs 99-95 win Sunday. 
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Toledo (5) 
at Muncie, IN 
Ball State (4) 
Mid-American 
Conference 
Tournament 
Western Michigan (8) 
at Athens, OH 
Ohio(l) 
Eastern Michigan (6) 
at Oxford, OH 
Miami (3) 
Kent (7) 
at Bowling Green, OH 
Bowling Green (2) 
Men's Bracket 
Mid-American 
Conference 
Tournament 
Miami (5) 
at Kent, OH 
Kent (4) 
Ball State (8) 
Women's Bracket 
at'Bowling Green.OH 
Howling Green (1) 
Western Michigan (61 
at Athens, OH 
Ohio (3) 
Central Michigan (7) 
Toledo (2) 
Scott unanimous 
choice for All-MAC 
The Associated Press 
TOLEDO - Dana Drew of 
Toledo and Talita Scott of 
Bowling Green were unani- 
mous selection.1; to the All-Mid- 
American Conference women's 
team. 
The vote of 
the confer- 
e n c e ' s 
coaches was 
announced 
Sunday. 
Drew, a 
S-foot-6 jun- 
ior from 
Valparaiso, 
Ind., aver- 
aged    19.9 
points and S.4 assists for the 
Rockets. 
Scott, a 5-10 senior from Ak- 
ron, averaged 17.3 points and 
6.5  rebounds   in  leading  the 
Scott 
Falcons to the MAC'S regular- 
season title. 
Also chosen for the first 
team were Kina Brown of 
Western Michigan (14.2 points 
per game), Latoja Harris of 
Toledo (16.2) and Tracey Lynn 
of Kent (18.6). 
Selected to the second team 
were Lori Albers and Michelle 
Shade of Bowling Green, Mon- 
ica Niemann of Miami, Holly 
Skeen of Ohio U. and Nikkl 
Thomkins of Central Michigan. 
■Gary Trent of Ohio Univer- 
sity and Steve Payne of Ball 
State were unanimous selec- 
tions to the All-Mid-American 
Conference. 
The vote of the conference's 
coaches was announced Sun- 
day. 
Trent, a 6-foot-7 sophomore 
from Columbus, averaged 25.7 
points   and   11.7   rebounds  a 
game in leading the Bobcats to 
the conference's regular- 
season championship and a 
22-7 record, 144 in league play. 
Payne, a 6-7 sophomore from 
Calument Park, III., averaged 
20.3 points and 10.8 rebounds 
as the Cardinals (15-11, 11-7) 
finished in fourth place. 
Also selected to the first 
team were Kareem Carpenter 
of Eastern Michigan (18.6 
points per game), London 
Hackim, Miami (17.6), and 
Jeermal Sylvester, Ball State 
(16.8). 
Making up the second team 
were Archie Fuller, Craig 
Thames and Anthony Williams 
of Toledo, Shane Kline- 
Ruminski and Shane Komives 
of Bowling Green, and Leon 
McGree of Western Michigan. 
Men's swim team/alls, 
finishes sixth in league 
Management Inc. 
9 1/2 month lease at 215 E. Poe Rd. 
Apts. Very nice apt. Large 1 bedroom 
Call fcr Stowing. $320/mo 
Management Inc. 
GREAT APT AVAILABLE at 830 
Fourth St. Air conditioner, plenty of 
parking. $300/mo. 
by Andy Dugan 
News sports writer 
Despite all efforts to overcome 
their winless conference record, 
the men's swim team fell into the 
sixth-place position for the sec- 
ond straight year at the Mid- 
American Conference Cham- 
pionships at Ohio University in 
Athens, Ohio held from Thursday 
through Saturday. 
"This is probably the most dis- 
appointed I've been since I've 
been coaching," head coach 
Brian Gordon said. "In my heart, 
I do not believe we are the sixth 
best team in the conference." 
Lifetime best times did not 
come as easy for the men as they 
have in the past, with only two 
school records being broken. The 
400 medley relay of Chris Lew- 
ter, Kevin Grotke, Guenter Mil- 
ler, and Brad Briney made the 
record books with a time of 
3:23.7, while Grotke bettered his 
own school record in the 
200-yard breaststroke with a 
time of 2:00.8 during trials. 
"I'm not sure what happened or 
what was wrong," assistant 
coach   Carolyn   Strunk   said. 
"Swimming is one of those sports 
that takes a lot of thinking going 
into it. Bodies change over four 
years and what worked one year 
might not work the next. It's al- 
ways hard to tell." 
Eastern Michigan walked away 
with its 15th consecutive Mid- 
American Conference title. The 
Eagles were led by freestyler 
Jeff Pillars, who was elected 
swimmer of the meet for the sec- 
ond time in three seasons. Pillars 
captured seven victories. He won 
the 50 freestyle (20.32), the 200 
freestyle (1:38.61), the 100 free 
with a new conference record of 
44.26. Leading off of the winning 
200-yard free relay (1:21.0). he 
set a new conference record in 
the 50 free with a time of 20.14. 
His contributions on the 400 med- 
ley relay (3:21) and 800 free relay 
(6:43), and 400 free relay 
(2:59.20) were also victorious. 
The only conference champion 
for the Falcons was Grotke, earn- 
ing victories in the 100-yard 
breast (S6.0) and 200 breast 
(2:01). However, many Falcons 
scored highly and got season- 
best times, if not their fastest 
times ever. 
Tom Stoltz was BG's leader in 
the 500-yard free with a time of 
4:32.2 during the morning pre- 
liminaries. It is the fourth fastest 
time in BG history. "It was pretty 
good," Stoltz said. "I felt good. I 
went slower at night, but I was 
tired after the morning." 
Stoltz, led by Tim Rogers, also 
scored the quickest times In the 
1650 free, where both went times 
of 15:56. Briney led BG in the 
sprints with times of 21.06 in the 
50 free and 45.71 in the 100 free. 
Paul Mahar was the top swimmer 
in the 200 free with a time of 
1:43.0. Lewter posted a lifetime 
best time as he swam the team's 
fastest 100 backstroke in 51.99 
and 200 back with 1:53.1. 
Miller was the leader in the fly 
strokes, posting season-best 
times of 51.1 in the 100 and 1:50.1 
in the 200 fly. Rob Schaefer was 
the Falcons' top performer in the 
200 and 400 individual medleys 
with times of 1:52.8 and 4:01. 
Lewter expressed the feelings 
of the five seniors in their hopes 
for next year's team. 
"It was disappointing not to 
achieve what we as a team 
thought we would be able to do as 
a team as far as placing," Lewter 
said. 
CA 
Management Inc. 
1048 N. Main St. apt« are nice size 
1 bdrm, unfurnished, S300/mo., 2 
bdrm. unfurnished, $370/mo. w/12 
mo lease. Laundry facilities on 
premise* 
Management Inc. 
(419)353-5800 
Stop in our office locoted at 1045 N. 
Main St. tor a complete list of apts. we 
have available 
Daniels garners 
Player of Week 
The Associated Press 
TOLEDO, Ohio - Bowling 
Green's Antonio Daniels and 
Ohio U.'s Gary Trent shared 
the men's honors while Bowl- 
ing Green's Talita Scott was 
selected as the women's 
player of the week in the Mid- 
American Conference. 
Trent won the award for the 
fourth time this season. 
Daniels, a freshman from 
Columbus, hit 17 of 24 shots 
from the field for 71 percent 
and totaled 33 points, nine re- 
bounds and seven assists in 
two games last week. 
Scott, a senior from Akron, 
had 42 points and 14 rebounds 
in two victories that clinched 
the title for the Falcons. She 
hit 16 of 25 shots from the 
field for 64 percent. 
- COUPON -\ 
| MEDIUM - 1 ITEM £ M fif-      | 
PIZZA WtTH THIS COUPON 
EXP   3 21 04 
Additional Hwna Or 
Chicago Style - 794 Extra 
Open 4 pm $4 
?0S N. Main It., Bowling Grain 
BG's Most Award - Winning Pizza! 
I 
I 
Cat 882-6168 FOP Free Delivery | 
. ) 
Basket Making March 17th 
Sign up in UAO office March 2nd through 9th 
Limited to 15 people 
$10 for materials and instructional fee. 
Starts at 7 p.m. - lasts approx. 3 hrs. 
Call 2-7164 or 2-2343 for info. 
1 
J 
-    ■ 
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Westmeyer leads sweep 
by Mark Leonard DeChant 
sports editor 
It appears the men's tennis 
team has finally arrived. 
After losing close match after 
close, frustrating match, the Fal- 
cons Anally broke out of their re- 
cent slump with a home sweep of 
Ferris State and Wisconsin- 
Green Bay. 
BG stopped Ferris State Friday 
by a score of 4-3, then dumped 
UWGB 5-2 Saturday. 
The Falcons entered the week- 
end with a sub-.500 record, but 
the two home victories improves 
their indoor mark to 5-4. 
BG, which lost to Kalamazoo 
last weekend, needed a spark 
and, according to head coach 
Dave Morin, found it over the 
Women's tennis 
falls to Buckeyes 
byGarrettWalkup 
News sports writer 
Hampered by injuries, the 
women's tennis team dropped 
their first dual match of the 
year to Ohio State in Columbus 
on Saturday. 
The Falcons fell to a power- 
ful Buckeye team 8-1. 
No. 1 singles junior Erin 
Bowbecr, who has had nag- 
ging back problems since a 
tournament at Western Michi- 
gan on January 15, was forced 
to sit out against OSU. Bow- 
beer has not practiced for a 
week and will not likely be 
back until the team's Spring 
Break trip. 
Bowbeer was the only Fal- 
con not playing against OSU, 
but several other players on 
the team were not 100 percent, 
which they feel contributed to 
the loss. 
After last week's match 
against Centre College, 
several members of the team 
reported injuries to wrists and 
knees due to the court condi- 
tions there. 
"We felt intimidated against 
OSU, and because of Erin's 
(Bowbeer) injury, the line-up 
had to be changed," sophmore 
Patty Bank said. "I don't feel 
the team was up for the 
match." 
The only highlight of the 
match came from sixth singles 
freshman Julie Weisblatt, who 
kept her undefeated record in- 
tact by beating her opponent. 
"I played very aggressive 
against my opponent and I 
never quit," Weisblatt said. 
"That is how I won." 
She has not lost at the sixth 
singles position since she be- 
gan playing for BG and is 
looking forward to the Mid- 
American Conference Tour- 
nament. 
"I would love to win MACs, 
but there are still a couple of 
teams that I have not seen, and 
don't know how good they are 
but I am looking forward to 
playing them," Weisblatt said. 
The team has a week off be- 
fore their Spring Break trip to 
Tennesse, which they need for 
rest and recovery. 
weekend. 
"I told the guys it's our turn," 
he said. "We've had our backs 
against the wall, and it was time 
for us to turn it up a notch." 
Jeff Westmeyer, the Falcons' 
No. 1 singles performer, turned 
in a tremendous court perform- 
ance both Friday and Saturday. 
Westmeyer, who won both of 
his singles matches and his dou- 
bles match against UWGB, was 
named Player of the Match both 
days. Morin was satisfied with 
his squad's play from top to bot- 
tom. 
"We played as well as we have 
all year," he said. "Westy played 
fantastic, our freshmen Joel 
(Terman) and Seth (Dimling) 
cruised in their matches, and 
(Andrew) Bonser had the shot of 
the match." 
Against Ferris State, BG took a 
1-0 lead after the doubles match. 
Westmeyer won No. 1 before the 
Falcons lost Nos. 2,3, and 4. 
Terman and Dimling saved the 
win for BG with straight-set vic- 
tories in the final two matches. 
BG fared even better against 
the Phoenix, losing only two 
matches. 
The highlight of the match was 
Westmeyer and Mark Ciochetto's 
No. 1 doubles victory over Wis- 
consin-Green Bay's Matt Broth- 
ers and Mike Roth. A week ear- 
lier that same Phoenix duo 
stopped Colorado's top doubles 
team, which was ranked 23rd in 
the country. 
Morin said Brothers, who also 
fell 3-6, 6-3, 6-3 to Westmeyer in 
No. 1 singles, is the cream of the 
tennis crop. 
"He is as good a player we'll 
face all season. He's about 
6-foot-4,6-5, and he hits the ball a 
ton. 
"We've beeri finally winning 
our three-set games, which is 
really key," Morin said. "I'm 
convinced it's mental." 
Two Falcons qualify 
for Championships 
by John Boyle 
News sports writer 
The wait is finally over for 
two Falcon track athletes. 
Junior hurdler Scott Thomp- 
son and junior shot-putter Ni- 
kki Lessig received word from 
the NCAA on Monday that they 
had qualified for the NCAA In- 
door National Championships 
this weekend in Indianapolis, 
Indiana. 
Thompson's qualifying mark 
came in BG's first meet of the 
season against Findlay, 
Western Michigan and Toledo. 
His 55-meter hurdle time of 
7.29 seconds was the 13th best 
time in the nation. The top 16 
hurdlers in the event qualified 
for the national meet. 
It   is    the    realization   of 
Thompson's second goal of the 
season. His first he accom- 
plished when he shared the 
Mid-American Conference 
55-meter hurdle title with 
Eastern Michigan's Tiberious 
Patterson. Patterson owns the 
nation's fastest qualifying 
time. 
Running so closely with Pat- 
terson at the MAC Champion- 
ship and having another year 
of experience bodes well for 
Thompson's psyche. 
"Tying with him is def inately 
a confidence builder," Thomp- 
son said. "Last year I was in 
awe. This year it feels like a 
regular meet." 
Although he ran faster at 
times last season, Thompson 
has been a model of con- 
sistency   this   season,   head 
coach Sid Sink said. 
"He hasn't run that perfect 
race yet," he said. "He hasn't 
really popped one." 
Unlike Thompson, Lessig's 
berth in the national meet was 
earned over the past two 
weeks. 
At the MAC Championships 
and two subsequent Last 
Chance meets, Lessig shat- 
tered her own school record in 
the shot put and won all three 
meets. Her throw of 50 feet 7 
inches on Saturday qualified 
her for the NCAAs. 
"We knew the potential was 
there," women's head coach 
Steve Price said. "But she's 
improved so rapidly that it's a 
pleasant surprise." 
Her qualifying mark ranked 
her 14th in the nation. 
Fry, Petrie earn honors 
by Pat Murphy 
News sports writer 
Two Falcon freshmen were selected to the Bauer 
CCHA All-Rookie team. Center Curtis Fry and 
goaltender Bob Petrie were named to the team and 
defenseman Kelly Perrault received honorable 
mention accolades. 
Fry was third on BG in goals with 15 and tied for 
third in assists with 17. He recorded 32 points in 35 
games. Fry had more points than anyone on the 
present Falcon team as a freshman. He led the 
Brown and Orange in power play goals with eight 
and had a ten game-point scoring streak which was 
snapped Saturday at Notre Dame. 
"It's a great honor. I didn't expect anything like 
that and I am happy about it," Fry said. 
Fry was the smallest player recruited but made 
the biggest impact. 
"We were a little scared about his size when he 
arrived. But once he got here we knew he was spe- 
cial," head coach Jerry York said. 
Joining Fry on the freshman line is Brendan 
Morrison and Jason Botterill of Michigan. 
The selection of Petrie marked the second con- 
secutive year that a Falcon goalie was on the All- 
Rookie team, last year Aaron Ellis garnished the 
honor. Petrie was a unanimous choice. He ranked 
among the top goalies in the league in wins with 14 
and goals against average with 3.02. "I was sur- 
prised [with being selected]. My defense helped 
me throughout the year," Petrie said. "The way we 
started out I thought this could happen." 
Petrie has been thrown into the heat of CCHA ac- 
tion all season, that will not change in the playoffs. 
He will be the only freshman goalie to be a proba- 
ble starter. Against first round opponent Ferris 
State, Petrie will face fifth-year senior goaltender 
Craig Lisko. York has no fear about playing Petrie. 
"Bob hasn't been tested in CCHA playoff action. 
K MAC BASKETBALL QUARTERFINALS TONIGHT AT ANDERSON ARENA ... WOMEN 6:00, MEN 8:00! Tickets only $2 with BGSU I.D. 
VIETNAM '■ 
JAMES F. RAYLE 
AUTHOR OF 
"STAY OUT OF THE 
WHEAT FIELD" 
WILL BE CONDUCTING A 
PERSONAL BOOK SIGNING 
SESSION AT: 
UNIVERSITY BOOKSTORE 
Student Services Building 
Bowling Green, OH 
WEDNESDAY. MARCH 9. 1994 
12:30 P.M. TO 2:00 P.M. 
Slay Oul of the Hneat Field is a powerful book. It is among Ihe very best of ihe numerous accounts of ihc 
Vii.in.im War told by the men who fought there. Ii captures Ihe innocence of the young men who went off to Vietnam 
and how the war in all Us complexities and absurdities a (Tec ted ihem then and ever since. In my class on the Vietnam 
War, I always assign one book on "what the war was like" and in the nest offering of Ihc course James Rayle's book 
will be required reading. 
C;iry R. Htm, Distinguished Research Professor of History, Bowling Green State University 
Aulhor of Vietnam and lite Uniitd Slate*: Origins and Legacy of War and oiher works 
on U.S. policy in Southeast Asia 
I'rcsideni of Ihc Society for Historians of American Foreign Relations 
Jim Rayle's Stay Oul of ihe Weal Field gives an exceptional insight of the experiences of '.hose who served in 
Ihe military during ihe Vietnam War. This book could go a long way in helping with the "healing process" of a nation 
si ill divided by the pain of the Vietnam War. Should be recommended reading in junior high and high schools W .illou 
students lu learn some of ihc realities of war. 
C.T. VnstcUi Isl Vice Commander, Ralph D. Cole Post #3. American Legion, Findlay. OH 
Chairman - United Veteran's <)i; ini/,tlion for the release of POWS - MIA'S 
Pattly bee.iuse characters are fictionalised and Ihcir indentitics disqutsed, Rayle's Slay Oul of ihc Whex Fkta 
re.uK like a novel. Rui it's really i wrenching memoir of the Vietnam War and the bailies Vietnam veterans h.ivt 
foughi since. Rayle's Smk is an unflinching look at a war where it wasn't ahvays clear who was ihe enemy, and a 
probing examination of ihc price paid by the boys who were seni lo fighi it. He doesn't spare anyone. Not ihe 
politicians, the brass, the CIA, the folks back homc-or the individual soldiers who convinced Ihemserves they could 
survive only by refusing to see Ihe senseless brutality around them. 
Mike Lukry, Columnist for The Lima News 
A Senior thaw-out! 
The weather was so lousy for our last senior 
portrait shoot that we've schedule this week 
for one final session of senior portraits. 
No snow (we hope!), 
So let's go, seniors! 
Call 372-8086 to schedule your appointment. 
10 a.m.-1 p.m.; 2-6 p.m. Monday through Friday 
Walk-Ins will be accepted 
28 West Hall 
Classifieds 
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CAMPUS EVENTS 
"OS.E.A." 
It's election time again" Interested in holding a 
position on the O.S.E .A. executive committee? 
Mow's the time1 Come by 410 Ed. and pick up a 
form They are due March 11 ai 4 pm Don't 
miss out' Elections will be held March 15 at 9 
pm.nSEd B'dg.  
AMA 
American Marketing Association 
Speakers & 8G Graduates 
Bilhe Rome '93 
Kevm Koch '86 
Brenda Martens'83 
Tuesday. March 8 
7 30pmBAll2 
FORMAL MEETING 
ATTENTION GOLDEN KEY MEMBERS 
Bowl'or prizes* 
Come to the Union Bowling Alley 
on Monday. March 14. at 8p m 
'orabowl-a-rama' 
Only t buck" 
Call Julie P. to get registered. 
354-2310 
Attention Nontradlf tonal Student* 
The NonTradmonal Student Association is 
hosting us March social event on Fnday. March 
18. at 7 pm. A St Paddy s Day Parry, including 
a Jigg's Dinner cash bar and group games will 
be held at The Days Inn. on Wooster St This 
event is tree to NTSA members and one guest 
New members and singles welcome, adults 
only please Sign-up by Monday. March 14 m 
the NTSA office. 11OC Moseley Hall or by call 
ing 372-8248 The NTSA yeaarbook picture 
will be taken allhis event'  
BGCTM 
The Bowling Green Counol ol Teachers of 
Mathematics will hold their March meeting on 
Wednesday March 9 at 9 00 pm in 140 LSC 
There will be a panel ol student teachers shar- 
ing their experiences and answering any ques- 
tions you have All are welcome to attend 
Euchre Tournament "Euchre Tournament 
Do you have the best learn on campus1' Find 
out March 14th beginning at 6.00 pm Play in 
the Of Campus Student Center, $1 charge to 
play Sign up tn the UAO Office by noon on 
March 11th Call2-7164 or 2-2343 lor details 
Euchre Tournament 'Euchre Tournament 
Jack's Hare Thursday! 
Jack's Here Thursday! 
Jack's Here Thursday1 
Jack's Here Thursday! 
Call 2-7164 or 2-2343 for details 
LAGA PHONELINE 
Answers to your questions 
about the homosexual/bisexual community 
call 352 LAGA 
7-10PMMWF 
SEXUAL HARASSMENT 
Have you been a victim? 
Wonoermg what to do' 
Find out by attending 
Sexual Harassmeni m the Classroom 
Tues .Mar   15. 7 30 pm. 1007 BA 
Sponsored by the Human Relations Commis- 
sion 
UAO'CAMPING TRIP-UAO 
RED RIVER GORGE $25 00 
DANIEL BOONE NATIONAL FOREST. KY 
Leave BG @ 4 30 Friday. March 11 
Return to BG <y> 9 00 pm Sunday. March 13 
Call 2-2343 for more information 
UAO-CAMPINGTRIP'UAO 
WOMEN IN COMMUNICATIONS 
Meeting tomorrow at 730 in 104 BA 
Tammy Kimble will discuss her career as Di- 
rector of Development working in fundramng 
and grant writing 
WOMEN IN COMMUNICATIONS 
WSA Coffee Hour 
WSA Coffee Hour 
WSA Coffee Hour 
Join us Wednesdays Irom 2:30-4.30 in the Off- 
Campus Student Center for the World Student 
Association Coffee Hour. 
Enrich your cultural awareness while 
making some new friends! 
LOST & FOUND 
Lost Phone • Reward 
Gray Motorola w/velcroon back 
Call 372-5351 
RIDES 
Need a ride to Cleveland? 
Ride with the man' 
Joe Tall Is coming to 
MT Muggs Wed. from 8 to 10 
The voice ol the Cleveland Cavs 
cometh to the hill-less oty 
HAVE A BEER A CHAT WITH THE BIG 
MAN 
WEDNESDAY AT MT MUGGS 
FROM 8 TO 10 
SERVICES OFFERED 
PREGNANT? 
We  can help   FREE   &  CONFIDENTIAL 
pregnancy tests, support A information BG 
Pregnancy Center Call 354 HOPE. 
Very expenenced. reliable baby-sitter looking 
for full-time summer job Flexible schedule. 
Call Lisa at 352-3351  
Will Prepare Simple Tax 
Low Rates 
Call Vicki 352-3356 
PERSONALS 
Sounds of The Work) 
Presented by 
Graduate Student Senate 
International Music Concert 
Saturday.March I2at8:00pm 
Unned Methodist Church 
Tickets $2 00 for students 
Sold at the door 
orUmv Hall March i0A 11 lOam-Spm 
Co-sponsored by UAO & WSA 
All proceeds donated to 
Bosnian Relief Fund 
VOTE 
MATHE 
WILSON 
USG 
VOTE 
MATHE 
WILSON 
USG 
Improve campus safety 
VOTE 
MATHE 
WILSON 
USG 
Place students on faculty (enure boards 
VOTE 
MATHE 
WILSON 
USG 
Create Environmental Cabinet seat 
VOTE 
MATHE 
WILSON 
USG 
VOTE 
MATHE 
WILSON 
USG 
* * SERVfCE WEEK ISCOMING * * 
April 4-10.1994 
Look for the scheduled events 
m tho BG Newt. 
'" SERVICE WEEK ISCOMING ' * 
"" Volunteers m Progress " * 
Don't forget to turn in applications for VIP ex- 
ecutive board by Fnday March 11 at 5 00 pm in 
405    Student   Services.    Questions    call 
3722843  
• PLEDGE EDUCATORS ■ 
Call THE GREEK MART today to schedule a 
paddle party lor your pledges! Receive 10% 0" 
EVERYTHING m the store1 No minimum group 
Size A ilCOStS NOTHING CALL TODAY' 
THE GREEK MART 119 E Court Si 
3530901 
""FALCON ETTES-" 
Just a little note to say 
"thanks" for a great 
4 years 111 iruery 
miss you all next year' 
"FALCONETTES" 
Love. 
Teme 
Administrative Staff Scholarship Appli- 
cants: If you have picked up an application 
from the Financial Aid office, please check 
that there Is printing on both sides. II not, 
pick up a new form. We regret any Incon* 
vents nee  
ALL YOU CAN EAT SPAGHETTI DINNER 
FOR ONLY S2 99 
SUNDAY. MARCH 13 from 4 30 - 630 
AT THE KAPPA KAPPA GAMMA and 
PHI KAPPA PSI HOUSES 
EVERYONE ISWELCOMEI 
PROCEEDS WILL BENEFfT GREEK WEEK 
Attention Student Teachers!) 
(L*sl Name   S-Z) 
Required TB Skin Tests 
5 - 7 p.m. Student Health Service 
Tuesday, March 8th 
Walk-ins 
ATTENTION GOLDEN KEY MEMBERS 
The opportunity to gel published in an award 
winning magazine is yours! If you have written 
or would like to write a short article on any 5 JO 
get call Jenny • soon' 354-Q4Q7.  
USG PRESIDENTIAL/VICE 
PRESIDENTIAL AND 
IT-LARGE SB ELECTIONS 
MARCH 8 A 9 
cOO A.M. ■ 5:O0 P.M. UNION   FOYIR 
:00 P.M. • 1 1:00 P.M. JEROME LIBRARY 
rDENTS MUST HAVE A CURRENT, VALID 
IDENTIFICATION TO VOTE. 
VOTE! IT'S YOUR RIGHT! 
ATTENTION PHI PSIS!!! 
Don'l   forget    lo    support    brother   Joe 
Woods   Vote lor Fa^r Woods todayl 
ATTENTION SPRING BREAKERS'!! Partyi 
Panama City $129, Daytona $169, 
Key West $279. Bahamas $389. 
Jamaica/Cancun $469. Padre $279 
OuaJity Acommodations, Free Drink Parties' 
Endless Summer. 1-600-234-7007. 
COME IN AND SEE 
THE BEEF CARVERS!! 
TUE. 3-8-94 1000 AT 
JUNCTION BAR ANDGRILL 
I9ANOOVERWELCOME 
Contributions lo* April Communicator 
Poetry, Creative Writing. Cartoons. Drawings. 
Editorials. Opinions. Essays. Reactions, or sist 
be original. 
'Seniors - look back at college 
Turn m to Honors Office 
231 Administration Bklg by 
end of March 
Call Christine for more info. 2-1466 
Doug Minion & Kim Hess. 
You are incredible' You have worked so hard - - 
you have impressed me more and more all 
through your campaign You are truly "An In 
vestment in the Future." Thanks for your oedi 
canon to BGSU* 
-Rachel 
DUDU 
Come jom the most diversa. 
unique and heart warming 
fraternity 
DELTA UPSILON 
DU DU DU 
FAST, FREE, ALL DAY DEUVERY 
DIBENEDETTOS PIZZA, PASTA, SUBS, & 
SALADS 
ALSO. DINE IN OR CARRY OUT. 352-4663 
HEATHER GISEWHITE 
Congratulations 
for this past weekend 
You have made us 
SO proud1 
Your roommates 
CherAEnn 
Hey Alpha Chl's! 
Don'l forget to go and vote for Jen Mafhe for 
USG president' Vole today and tommorrow at 
the Union Oval or Jerome Library   Support 
your sister 1 
AXO'AXO'AXO 
HEY SIGMA KAPPAS!! 
Don't lorget to vote for Kristin Cox and Stacy 
Sprung tor USG Senator at Large. Vote on 
March 8th 4 9th at the Unon Oval or Jerome 
Library! Support your sislersi  
II you don'l vote. 
you don't count 
Vole USG today! 
Go Maine Wilson 
Interested m HSA Council for 94-95? 
You can "Shadow" Counol members to learn 
more  about it   (Attend council meetings or 
committee meetings, or |ust talk to council 
members) 
Exciting positions available. 
Call Christine for more info, at 2-i 466 
INTRAMURAL ENTRIES DUE WOMEN'S 
SNGLS A D6LS RACOUETBALL - MARCH 8; 
MEN'S A WOMLNS INDOOR SOCCER - 
c MARCH 9 ALL ENTRIES DUE BY 4 00 PM 
IN ROOM 130 FIELD HOUSE  
Jim Ruhlen 
"Freddie Falcon" 
And we thought you were studying 1 
You proved us wrong! 
Boy. what a surprise* 
Congratulations on a great yea/1 
We Love You, 
Nikkiand Ang>e 
JOE FAT T AIT IN 8G 
Voice ol the Cleveland Cavs 
Joe Tail will be at MT Muggs 
Wednesday Irom 8-10 K) answer 
your questions Haveabeer 
with the best announcer in the land 
Joe Tall at MT Muggs 
Wed. from 8110 
KAPPA DELTA 
Hats off 10 this month's 
scholar: 
[.on Kaserman 
Congratulations 1 
KAPPA DELTA 
KAPPA DELTA 
Congratulations to our 
sister -of -the -week: 
Tiffany Fletcher 
KAPPA DELTA 
KAPPA SIGMA * KAPPA SIGMA 
The brothers of Kappa Sigma would like to 
wish DOUG MINTON good luck on has USG 
Presidential campaign 
KAPPA SIGMA' KAPPA SIGMA 
KD KAPPA DELTA KD 
Don't forget to support our sister Katerina 
Brennan during the USG at Large election on 
March 8th A dthli You can vole al Jerome Li- 
brary or the Union OvalH 
K0KDKDKD 
LIMITED DAY 
Mktg..  Business, CS/MIS. Fashion  Merch , 
Mgmi. Ace*!.. Finance majors   Interested in 
Summer or Fall internships with The Limited's 
Columbus corporate offices'' $8 SO-950/hr 
ATTENDTHE LIMITED DAY 
Wed .March9.NE Commons. 10-3 00pm 
Questions? Contact Co-op Program 2-2451, 
238 Admin Bklg  
M T Muggs presents Corona & Ladies Nile 
Thursday March 10 Corona $1 till 6 pm Si SO 
aftere And Ladies drinks $1 all night  
OLD CLOTHES FOR CHARITY 
It you have any old clothes that 
you would ike to donate to needy 
chanties, then please drop them off ai 
either the Union located drop box or 
al the Business Administration drop box 
Days lo donate are March 7. S A 9. 
Sponsored by the LAW SOCIETY 
Public Relations Position 
Applications lor UAO s 94 95 
Public Relations Director avail 
now in 330 Union Due back by 5:00 
Thurs Duties include, press releases 
Pa/ent A Rmte of the Year contests 
& coordinating the Info-line 
Call 2 2343 for details 
QUALITY STEINS 
166 S Mam ' 353-MUGS 
Kathy Ireland life sure stand-ups. sale price 
$12 95. Large Bud inflatable shammrock 
$19 95 30" inflatable Budweiser air ship 
$395 Regular hours Mon Thurs 330 8 
pm 
SPRING BREAK SPECIALS 
WV Whitewater Inc Box 30 
Fayettev>lle.WV2S840 1-800 WVW RAFT 
THE BEST 
SPRING BREAK DEAL IN BG! 
ABSOLUTELY NO HIDDEN COSTS! 
Panama CKy Beach, $139 that's all you 
p«y 
Daytona Beach. $99 lhat's all you pay 
7 nights-8 days, all rooms Ocean Front 
Call Scott or Luke 354-1626 
THINK SPRING' 
Student Connection Beach Parry 
Thurs . March 10 
Si Thomas More 
9-l2pm$l 00Admission 
Tuesday is pounder night at M T  Muggs All 
160/ beers $1 all night and 20 cent wings 
USG ' VOTE ' USG 
JEFFSTEFANCIC 
USG Senator At Large 
USG " VOTE ' USG 
JEFFSTEFANCIC 
USG Senator At Large 
VOTE 
MINTON 
HESS 
USG 
Work   over   SPRING    BREAK"$300week 
Summer work available, too Call 'or interview 
today only 352 6208 
"A different world can not be 
built by indifferent people " 
Good Luck to 
DOUG MINTON 
and 
KIM HESS 
m the USG elections" 
Your hard work and 
dedication will pay of 
"Delta Sigma Pi" 
SEAN MILLER 
Congratulations on Senior Vice-President') 
You truly deserve it. I'm very proud of you 
ILoveYou.HOSER 
"Delia Sigma Pi" 
WANTED 
SPRING BREAKII Marco island. Florida. On 
water. 1 BR sleeps 4 Free bikes, boats, pool. 
Jacuzzi, happy hour, a disco $650/week total 
> 2 BR Peachlront. (212) 472-1414.  
1 -3 subleasers needed lor 
summer. 3 bdrm Apt. on 
Mam Si. Call 354-0123 
or 353 1138 
Female roommate needed lor summer 
Own room, furnished. GREAT roommate1 
Call 352 3067 ASAP 
Help! OSU Transfer student needs a room lor 
the rest ol spnng semester Currently driving 
200 miles a day Irom Delaware. Price range 
under $200 00/monih Prefer withm walking 
distance of campus Roommate 0' any race, 
gender, etc. welcome Call (614)369-8005 ask 
lor John or leave a message. 
Roommate needed lor the Summer 
AC. own bedroom, completely furnished 
quiet and spacious. Come take a look 
Call Suzanne at 353-4434 
Roommate wanted lor Fall 94 Spring 95 
Own room $178 plus utilities 
Call Man 372 3859 
Roommate Warned to share 1 badroom Apt. 
Summer A Fall 1994 Honest - Serious Stu- 
dent Approx $200/month plus 1/2 utilities 
Call Debbie at 353-3428 
Sublease Apt. A on Buttonwood Now1 
Call 352-5620 (9-5 p.m.) 
after 5 30 call 352-2006 
Subleaser needed for 
142 Buttonwood Apt A 
Starling Now 
Drop by anytime or il 
not home, contact Newiove 
on South Mam 
Subleaser needed immed Nice apt 
Call 352 6632 
Tutor for brighi 4th grade girl in spelling, pun- 
cuation and handwriting 
Call 352-8117 ask for David 
Wanted ASAP - M/F roommate Own room, 
located across from campus Possibly sum- 
mer Call 353-2131. 
HELP WANTED 
$750/wk. Alaska fisheries this summer Man- 
time Services 1-208 86Q-0?19  
10 to 15 overweight men or women needed lo 
participate in our weight loss program tor ad- 
vertising purposes Must have 15 or more 
pounds 10 lose. Call tor details ■ 354-4500 
250   COUNSELORS    A    INSTRUCTORS 
needed' 
Private, coed summer camp in Pocono Mtns . 
NE Pennsylvania. Lohikan. Box 234BG. 
Kon twonh. NJ 07033 (908) 276 0998 
AA ALASKA SUMMER EMPLOYMENT JOIN 
THE GOLD RUSH TO ALASKA'S FISHERIES 
INDUSTRY! EARN $5,000*40 IN CANNER- 
IES. PROCESSORS. ETCI MALE OR FE- 
MALE. NO EXPERIENCE REQUIRED 
ROOM/BOARD/TRAVEL OFTEN PROVH> 
ED" GUARANTEED SUCCESSI (019) 
929-4398 EXT A78 
AA CRUISE SHIPS NOW HIRING EARN BIG 
$$$ A TRAVEL THE WORLD FREE" CARIB- 
BEAN, EUROPE. ETC SUM- 
MER/PERMANENT POSITIONS AVAILABLE 
GUARANTEED SUCCESS) CALL (919) 
929-4398 EXT. C78 
Arthur Victor Painting, inc. Is searching for am- 
bitious students to Ml summer management 
pontons m Dayton and throughout Ohio. 
Complete training and field support. High in- 
come potential. 1 800-775-4745. 
CAMP COUNSELORS AND ACTIVITY SPE 
CIA LISTS 
WANTED FOR CAMP COURAGEOUS A 
RESIDENTIAL 
SUMMER CAMP FOR PEOPLE WITH MEN- 
TAL 
RETARDATION AND DEVELOPMENTAL 
DISABILITIES 
CONTACT THE CAMP DIRECTOR. ONE 
STRANAHAN SO 
SUITE 540. TOLEDO. OH43604-1900 
(419)242 4412 
COUNSELORS-INSTRUCTORS needed! 100 
positions!  Coed  summer  camp.   Pocono 
Mis 
PA. Good salary/tips! (908) 689-3339. 
COUNSELORS TOP BOYS SPORTS CAMP 
Mame - Exoting. FULL-FILLED summer. 
Openings ALL COMPETITIVE TEAM 
SPORTS. TENNIS. WSI A ALL WATER 
SPORTS PLUS: Camping A Hiking. Ice 
Hockey. SCUBA. Archery. Riflery. AAC. Mar 
tial Arts, etc Top Salanes, Excellent Facilities. 
Travel Allowance CALL OR WRITE Sieve 
Rubin. 1-800 473 6104. CAMP COBBOSSEE. 
10 Silvermme Dr. South Salem, NY 10590 
Counselors Wanted Trim down-fitness, co-ed. 
NYS camp 100 positions: sports, cralis. many 
others   Camp Shane. Ferndale NY.   12734 
(914)292-4045  
CRUISE SHIPS HIRING 
Earn up to $2,000 ptus/monih on 
Cruise Ships or Land-Tour companies 
Summer A Full-Time employment available 
No experience necessary 
Formlo cam-206 634-0466 exl C5544 
D'Benedetto's is now hiring summer and fail 
personnel Apply2-5daily. 1432E. Wooster 
Earn cash stuffing envelopes at home All ma- 
terials provided Send SASE 10 P O Box 395. 
Oaihe.KS66051 
HAVE A SPECIAL SKILL' 
WORK WELL WITH CHILDREN' 
Counselors.    Outdoor   Challenge   Course. 
Mountain Biking. Sports. Archery and Drama 
Instructor is needed' Also. Office Manager and 
Radio Station Manager. 
(Must be over age 21 for the lollowing posi- 
tions). VAN DRIVER. JET SKI AND WIND 
SURF INSTRUCTOR 
CALL OR WRITE FOR APPLICATION 
KARINHESS 
JEWISH COMMUNITY CENTER OF CLEVE- 
LAND 
CAMP WISE 
26001 S WOOOLANDROAD 
BE ACHWOOD. OHIO 44122 
(216)831 0700. EXT 350 
IMMEDIATE HELP 
10-30 hours/week, flexible schedule. 
$9 starting pay No experience necessary 
Apply soon. Call 259-1117 
introducing   AVON   STYLE    needed   imme- 
diately 5 people to earn uo to 50% takmn Avon 
orders   Start by March 11  and receive $10 
worth ol new products FREE Benefits & pack 
age 686-3291 after 1 pm. 
National Park Summer Jobs 
• Over 25.000 openings! 
(including hotel staff, tour guides, eic ) 
Benefits & bonuses* 
Apply now lor best DOSiDOns 
Can 1 206-545 4804 ext N5544 
Pamimg Co now hiring summer workers for 
Cleveland areas. Ml" must be responsible 
and hard working Painting experience pre- 
ferred, bui not required Ask lor Man at 
372-1345  
Red Rool Inns Reservations Sales Agents 
The Reservation Center located a! the Corpor- 
ate Office m Hiiiard. OH is currently accepting 
applications Seasonal day and evening posi- 
tions are available. Both shifts include either a 
Saturday or Sunday committment We offer 
paid training and a competitive starting salary. 
II you are cordial, friendly and enjoy talking on 
the phone, call (614)876-3372 or 
(614)8763320 MF   SAM   •   5PM    4355   Da 
wdaon Rd.. Hajari, OH 43026  
Respite Care Provider 
Persons needed to provide short-term, tempo 
ran/ care for individuals who have develop- 
mental disabilities High school diploma or 
GED required Flexible schedule Application 
deadline 3/15/94 Apply at Wood Lane Ad 
mmistrative Offices, 1116OE Gypsy Lane Rd., 
Bowling Green. 8 00am-4 00pm. EOE. 
SUMMER JOBS! Begm now at $iOOvweek 
part-time Call today only before 4 00. 
352 6208  
TUTOR NEEDED 
For MATH 339 A 311 
Call 372 8495 talk to Rob 
UPWARD BOUND 
SUMMER PROGRAM 
EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITIES 
June 26-Augusts 
The Upward Bound Program is a pre college, 
preparatory program and offers an on campus 
summer enrichment program for high school 
students Applicants should meet all require- 
ments listed below 
RESIDENTIAL STAFF: Minimum sophomore 
classification Should not be enrolled in classes 
or other employment dunng Program. Room. 
board and salary. 
INSTRUCTORS Bachelors degree required 
in Mathematics, English, Science. History or 
Foreign Language Must be available during 
the morning hours Monday-Thursday, Non- 
residential, Salary based on qualifications. 
APPLICANTS SHOULD SUBMIT A 
TRANSCRIPT (or copy of) 
WITH APPLICATION 
Applications are available at 129 College Park 
Ol'ico Building and are due on March 31.1994. 
Woman's Gucci Watch 
For Sale for $200. paid $325 
Call 353 6028 
FOR SALE 
'84 Sunbird New exhaust, radiator and 
brakes, automatic. A/C Well maintained, re- 
liable $600 00353 5604  
12 speed FreeSpint Bike S60 
I1 81 Graphing Calculator $45 
Super NES Zelda J30 
ALL PRICES NEGOTIABLE 
CaHEnc@3S47e04 
1981 Chevrolet Citation 
NEW Tires. Brakes 
Shocks. Struts. Spnngs 
$500 Ob 0 
Call Brett at 353-9913 
1984 Jeep Wagoneer 
91,000 miles, $3000 ob.o 
Call 874-3058 
IBM Compatible Computer, Swan XT 10, 40 
meg hard drive, 5 1/2" floppy drive, VGA color 
monitor, includes software, STAR NL 10 pnn- 
iec,$5O0o.bo Call352-2914.  
Pagers - $99 95 complete w' activation, 
3 months air time, & local phone number. 
Bee Gee Rental & Sales 352-4848 
Two brand new speakers lor sale as well as a 
Murray mountain bike. Best oner on both. Caff 
Bob at 353-3413. 
FOR RENT 
117N Main 1 bdrm apt. unfum. washer/dryer 
m building, dishwashers Call Newiove Rent- 
als. 352 5620. our only office. 
3 bedroom apartment 
Available immediately 
354 6800' We do allow pets 
353 0325 " CARTY RENTALS 
Available 1994-95 school year - fully turn 
All units - 2 sem • 9 payment lease 
321 E Merry   new 6 bdrm apt 2 full baths 
316 E Merry   2 bdrm apt 
309 1/2 E   Merry-single rooms lor males 
451 Thurstin Apt's 108 A 119 Efficiencies, lur- 
nished Call John Newiove Real Estate at 
3542260 
606 1/2 E. Wooster and 2 bedroom apart 
ments no more than 2 blocks from campus A 
vail spring and lall DAG Rentals 287-3233 
920 East Wooster - Only One left 
2 bdrm apt furn. across Irom campus FREE 
water, sower A gas heat, laundry (aoiit-os Call 
Newiovo Rcrtais. 352 5620. our only oUce 
Efficiency Units AVAILABLE 
lor SHORT or LONG TE RM 
IDEAL tor Graduate STUDENTS 
Completely furnished w'tull CABLE 
HBO. util.. phone A use of pool 
allinel LOCATED NEAR CAMPUS 
CALL 352 7365 or 352-1 520 
FOR RENT 
1 & 2 bedroom apts. furn/unfurn. Available for 
summer. 9 mo leases Campus shuttle, heat 
included WINTHROP TERRACE 352-9135 
FOR RENT FAU 
4bdrm fum '402S College 
3 bdrm. (urn '831 A 835 Fifth 
AVAILABLE MAY 
1 bdrm furn ■ 3i9 1/2 Ridge St 
Call 352-9392. John Frobose 
Furnished apartments East Evens Leasing tor 
summer and fall Utilities furnished except elec- 
tric 669-3036 
GEORGETOWN MANOR APTS 
BOO-THIRD ST 
Now renting lor 1994-95 
(I2m/sch.year) and sum "94 
Fully furnished 1 BRA2BRUnns 
Excellent location Reasonable rates 
Call 352-4966 or stop by 
the building, aiQ. 
Houses -1 A 2 bedroom apartments 
9 month ■ summer  year leases 
352 7454 
MT VERNONAPTS 
802 SIXTH ST 
currently renting tor 1994-95 
spacious, luliy furnished 2-bedroom 
ArC, diswashers. washer/dryer, 
i 1/2 baths 
Call 354-0401 or stop by Apt 2 
NOW LEASING 
For Summer -Fall 
1 bdrm furn. Grads 601 3rd St 
2 bdrm turn. 704 5th St 
2 bdrm unturn 7t0 7th St 
Dennis or Kay Marten 
352-3445 
Now leasing 
i -2-3 bedroom apartments & houses 
354 8800 * We do allow pets 
One bedroom apartment 
128 S. Summit for Summer 1994 
1-267-3341 
Roommate needed tor May to May Own room 
in 4 BR house across from Court house 
$i 90vmo includes utilities and free use of wa- 
sher/dryer Call Jerry at 352 3699 
FRIED CHICKEN 
BARBECUE RIBS 
GOURMET DESSERTS 
354-7262 
CENTER FOR CHmr-.F 11 
Confidential Health Care For Women 
• Student fee 
• Abortion through 
20 weeks 
• Morning after 
treatment 
• Caring friend or 
relative allowed 
for personal 
support 
16 N.Huron 
Toledo, OH 43604 
1-800-589-6005 
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